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disputes and discussions, for almost every

f game expert has a different way of gath

ering the statistics of the game season and
therefore gets a different result.

“ Porky” as an Apple Gatherer.
Special correspondence to M a i n e W o o d s .

E a s t M a d is o n , Dec. 20, 1904

1 have rea l so much lately in different
papers relative to the uselessness a jd
ignorance of the oommou quill pig or
poroupine that I want to relate a par
ticularly witty incident which I was
lucky enough to see last fall.
I was hunting up in Moscow and had
started before daylight to watch an old
orchard in a little held completely sur
rounded by woods. I arrived just as
the first streaks of dawn were peeping
over the hills and had just placed my
seif in a good position where 1 eould see
all over the place when I saw a pjrcu
pine up an apple tree. My first impulse
was to shoot him and get the 25o bounty
but as 1 was watobing for deer I con
cluded not to make any noise, so he
le p t o n crawling around ;rcm limb to
limb and worked so industriously that
at last he aroused my curiosity and I
took to watching him instead of deer.
He crawled all over that tree, picking
off an apple here and there until he had
quite a few on the ground. Then he
came down from the tree, walked around
it several times, examined the ground
in’-eutly and every now and then he
would look up at the tree and squint
one eye as if he might be taking obser
vation or measurements.
A t last be nodded his head in a satis
fled manner, w alked up to an apple, put
his nose against it aud pushed it to a
sm all hollow place in the ground, pro
ceeding the same w ith each apple until
he had that hollow w ell lined w ith a
layer of apples. He then clim bed the
tre 9 again and began craw ling slow ly
o u t on a large lim b, stop p ing two or
three tim es to view his apples, until at
la st I th o u g h t he had surely lost his
balance and was goin g to fall, but no,
be o au gb t by b is forefeet, sw u ng once
or tw ice and w ould you believe It? He
Struck Bquarely on his back in that nest
o f apples, rolled over onto bis feet and
started for the woods w ith every one of
those apples stuck to bis back:
How I suppose there are some people
who w ill dispute this story but I dou’ t
claim that this particular “ porky” is
full blooded “ hedgehog” for I thought
at the time that he looked rather foxy
aud it is my opinion that he was crossed
by a red fox or an owl, but anyhow if
anybody knows of a smarter hedgehog
than that one I would like to hear from
them.
O dd C h l o r o f o r m .

The figures sent out from Bangor are
usually taken as official but the Bangor
experts often differ as much as the others
who are not in such close touch with the
game brought out of the woods. There
are trains coming into Bangor from every
part of the game regions of the state and
the wardens on duty at the Bangor sta
tion are in a position to know of every
deer shipped from the north and east of
Bangor during the seasons. The figures
compiled by the wardens should be about
as nearly correct as it is possible to make
them
Warden E. M. Blanding who is on
duty at the Bangor station during the
hunting season has kept a careful record
of the game which has been taken out of
the woods during the season and has
given the Commercial the result of his
observation. According to W a r d e n
Blanding’s report there had been shipped
over the Bangor & Aioostook, Maine
Central and Washington County railroad
up to and including Saturday, Dec. i yt
4.293 deer, 221 moose and 45 bears, as
shown by the express lists and other data,
it is doubtful if there is much if any
change in these figures for the rest of the
year, though a few deer may yet pe
brought out of the woods.
These figures in comparison with those

01 last year show a loss of 386 deer and
a gaiD of four moose and i9 bears. In
comparison with the season o f 1902,
which was largest ever known tor deer
the present season’s record shows a loss
of 1,002 deer and a gain of 30 moose.
The shipments for each month of the
season just *■nded are as follows : October,
1,551 deer, 92 moose and 31 bears; N ov
ember 2,161 deer, 112 moose and 13
bears; De ember, including the 17 th, 551
deer, 17 moose and one bear. Of these
4.293 deer and 221 moose, 1,686 deer and
102 moose were taken out of the state by
non-resident hunters
Warden Blanding^has made a careful
study of the shipments and has been an
authority on the figures for several sea
sons past. Nobody is in a better position
to s-ive out figures and the above will be
generally taken as the official r. cord for
the season o f 1904
Nobody should be led into believing
that these amounts represent all the deer
that have been killed n the state this fall.
They do not do this by any means.
The number of deer is probably nearer
15,000 than 4 , 293, for no 1 ccount can
ever be kept of all those that were killed
and eaten in the woods or were wounded
and got away to die. Perhaps oneeighth of the number reported at Bangor
were shipped out over the Canadian
Pacific and these do not appear in the
official report.— Bangor Commercial

GAJIE FRO ML BANGOR.

N ow the time of year has come when
the hunters gather lo u u d the fire in a
co u n try store or city club and recount
th e ir tales of hair-breadth escapes or
brag of their prowess as m ighty slayers
of w ild game. N ow in the colum ns of
various sporting m agazines appear w on
drous stories but n ore have told as yet
of such luck as fe ll to the lot 01 two
am ateur hunters a few years ago.
Th e story wss told to me by a brother
guide from New Hampshire and as
guides are proverbially truthful, espe
ciaily as regards hunting stoiies, it
must be true. It is not necessary to say
just where it happened either; it might
have been near W illey pond or it might
have happened up Wild-cat branch way,
but wherever it was two young men
were camping out last fall aud depending
on their rifles to supply the camp table.
One morning on finishing breakfast they
discovered there was nothing in the
larder for dinner so while Camper No. 1
cie&red up the camp, Camper No. 2 t ok
his rifle aud strayed down to the creek
to get a duck for diuner. Ou reaching
the water he saw t v o nice fat cucks
paddling about, but found to his disgust
that he had but one cartridge iu his
rifle. He was determined to have both
buds so concluded to wait until they
got iLto line and the one bullet would
fix them both. A fter a long wait the
ducks got in line and he blazed away.
It liapptned that just as he filed, a
splendid ten point buck came down on
the other side of the cretk Co drink and
the buLec, piercing both the duokb’
heads, lodged fairly between the buck's
eyes. The hunter jumped into the wa
ter t<> secuie his ducks and jumped into
a whole school of trout; the fish were
badly scared and sought cover in the
first sheltered nook they could find,
which happened to be the bottoms of
the hunter’s trousers. A mink, which
had been hanging around looking for a
trout breakfast, on seeing the fish disap
pearing, plunged after them and bis
added weight proved too much for the
hunter’s suspeuder
buttons, oue 01
which gave way under the strain and
flew ten rods up the creek, hitting a doe
iu the eye and killing her instantly.
The hunter quickly graboed the bot
toms of his trousers legs and hustled
for the shore where he killed the mink
and shook out a bushel of trout. Then
uaving got his ducks, tne buck aud the
doe, he tuougut he would like to k .ow
just wnere that bullet stopped, so be
waded across the creek aud after hunt
ing for a few moments, found the bullet
hole in a big dead hemlock and from the
note was oozing a sweet, sticky fluid.
With visions of hot flapjacks aud honey
fluting through his mind the hunter
stooped for a handful of leaves to plug
the hole, but instead of leaves he picked
up by the ears a rabbit wnich bau fallen
asleep while sunning himself. With an
unprintable remark regarding tbe fool
ishness of rabbits m general and this
rabbit in particular, the hunter gave the
rabbit a toss over some bushes where he
lit in a covey of eight partridges whioh
were scratching for beechnuts and killed
every one besides breaking his own
neck.
Tbe hunter hurried bao* to camp, got
his companion and together they felled
the hemlock, took up the honey, hived
tbe bees in a cracker d o x and carried in
their game.
They h a i in all, two
ducks, two deer, a mink, a bushel of
trout, a rabbit, eight partridges, two
barrels of boney and a colony of black
C a r m o la u bees and the hunter had been
gone from camp just oue hour, 18 minu .es and 29 seconds.
B r u c e St e w a r t .
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To the fisherman, here is no music like the hum
of the reel n » sporb so rare as that ol playing the
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Authority, Gives Figures.
For the last week the game experts of
various state papers have been juggling
the fkures of the tame shipments trying
to find out how much the deer and moose
population of Maine has been depleted by
the hunters during the last two months
and a half. The result o f this mathema
tical prestidigitation has been a series of

t .

Olympia Burned.

long time past, if ever, would do well to

Mr. E N Turner former proprietor of send us a little news about their people
The Olympia Hotel at Olympia, Washing and their attractions. We would print
ton writes M a i n e W oods as follows, ‘ I
it and it would pay the camps well. We
will need no add for the beautilul Olympia
like to have mail sent to us as early as
Hotel now, as it was totally destroyed by
fire on November 1 6 ; it cost $ 120,000 was Monday, for the current week, when
insured for $ 15 ,000. I lost $8,000. No possible.
J. W. B b a c k k t t C o .,
iusurance. The company will probably
P h illip s, Maine
rebuild this coming summer.”

INFORMATION FREE.
We often get enquiries from parties who want a bunch of circulars
of camps and hotels in Maine and of Railroad and Steamboat line*. W e
send these free of charge for the benefit of advertisers in M a in i Woor I
and our readers.
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B urbau, Phillips, Maine.
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T h e re are a lot of go o d duck stories in the M arlin E xperien ce
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1

which will open February 21 and close
March 9, 1905.

The edition will be 10,

We manufacture a high grade Canoe, constructed with canvas cover, cedar ribs and

planking, spruce gunwales, white ash or oak stern pieces and thwarts and brass bang
000 and we will distribute them free at plates.
The Lightest, Strongest and Best. Send for catalogue.

the show to sportsmen and others who
are interested in Maine.
Price for space $2.00 an inch.
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H UNTERS’ OMENS.
everybody knew that poplar always because from its wood the cross was C A R L E T O N C AN O E C O M P A N Y ,
Box 139 ,
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made.
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Woodsmen Say That Chickadee’s
It is carious that among the Indian w&i always smashed in by the guides A . S. A R N B U R U , R a n geley, M aine.
about a campfire.”
Builder of Rangeley Boats. Write or prices.
Song Is Bad Lnck.
guides
the idea should prevail that the before skinning operations wore begun
But the probabil'ty is that the obser
Many and curious are the supersti
vant Red man noticed the continual rest moose Is supposed to exart a malevolent Bvuiu’ s head was never subjected to H. M . B A R R E T T , W e l d , M e .
tions of the guides and hunters of the
Builder of FINE CEDAR BOATS.
suoh indignity. Following one of the
less movement of the leaves the quiver ii fluence in the w.,ods.
northern woods. The other day an jld
O'**Write for price list and descriptive
If, as sometimes happens early in the moist prim itive customs of the northern
ing aspen, and feeling his senses irritat
Catalogue.
half-breed woodsman who was in the
ed by the incessant motion set it down season a big bull tnocse charges with a woods, the guides of today take partic
lead of a shooting party stopped, after
as bad medicine at once. The poplar is wild rush through the camp, scatter'ng ular pa.ns in skinning without dam 
SHOT A R A R E B IR D .
they had traveled 100 yards from camp,
at any rate, a brittle, quick’ y rotting firebrands and pots with its huge feet aging the skull of the bear, which is
with the declaration that his companion
wood, which possibly furnishes a fur the Indian guides cower in terror before then set up upon a pointed stake d riv Slate Geologist Owes Position to
would direct the party that day, as he
it. A h likely as not they w ill refuse to en firmly into the ground beside a road,
ther reason for disliking it.
was obliged to return.
go
further with their employers and wil a stream, or a lake, and left there just
an Incident.
Tent poles are never drawn from the
“ Maybe he beard something,” was the
Ten years of scientific investigation
for luck, as the men say.
ground when camp is struck. The old, beg to be released from their contract.
only explanation the younger man would
I f at ail possible, the Indian hunter
Some time ago the writer revisted a for the benefit of Indiana, of answering
hospitable idea of helping the next man
give of his action.
to a home makes it almost a crime, cer. will not shoot at the moose from the lake where he had left a birch baik questions, trivial and important, of pub
A t night, when the sportsmen came
tain to entail bad fortune on the offend front or from where he can be seen. In canoe eight or nine years previously. lishing reports which mean millions of
back empty-handed, the grayhead gave
er against this rule. Poplar stakes, order that this contingency may be The building of a railroad had brought dollars to the state, of private research
his reason for his failure, and also for
pretty sure to decay at the bottom with avoided, one of the guides w ill endeavor civilization to the district. The lake work in the spare time left him, is the
their non success,
in a month or two, would he a poor to attract the attention of the moose by was fished out and the game driven record of W. S. Blatehley, says an Indi“ I heard the chickadee singing right
rubbing his hand against a tree or ' v away.
anopolis despatch to the New Y o rk H e r
in front of us, and that always means
breaking a tiny twig.
It was consequently somewhat of a ald. He assumed his office as state
bad luck, you know,” he said
A diminutive dog is sometimes taken surprise to find the little canoe still geologist Nov. 19, 1894. Numerous let
Why the little cheery black and
along. The lordly moose disdains to flee resting where he had placed it so long ters of congratulation have been re
white chirper should be considered **
trom such a puny, barking foe, but im ago, the portion of the paddle showing ceived by him in appreciation of the
the harbinger of ill fortune he could iml
petuously strikes at the dog with his that it had never been touched, though decade of service he has rendered the
tell. He had always heard that it w s
murderous forefeet the unnoticed hunter it must have been seen by many. Upon state.
and always found the tradition to
meanwhile getting certain aim at a vital expressing surprise, a companion whose
From teacher of science in the Terre
true.
«pot.
life had been spent in the woods quiat- Haute High school, where the time was
The man who hears the bird’ s so
A t the moment of firing an invocation ly remarked:
spent pleasantly in the instruction of
first must always go back or some ac
is often shouted out im ploring the for
“ It was probably thought to be a bad young students or In leisurely wander
dent may happen. The others mig
giveness of the moose, and givin g some luck canoe. No sane man would ever ings along the Wabash river, Mr. Blateh
as well accompany bim, for they w
good reason --such as the lack of go d go out in a canoe which was unlucky.”
ley has become one of the busiest men
get no game anyway.
meat, for instance—for the intended
The remark reminded both men of in Indiana.
News came in, while on the ex peel ■
murder. It is to be remembered that what one commonly hears from the
His rise from the position of a high
tion, of the accidental shooting of a j
the Indian bogie, the W iadigo, is in guides, after a successful day’ s fishing schoolteacher to an important place in
oousiu of one of the guides. He had , Ware pond, Lee, Maine, head waters from a moose, wnicli probably accounts
or duck hunting: “ I told you this was the state service was due to a small in
been taking a couple of sportsmen to j of the Passadumkeag river on M. C. R for the superstitions still found in the
a lucky canoe. There is nothing cross- cident. In Mr. Blatchley’ s office he
R. Mrs. Chas. True, Lee; Mrs. E. N
a good place for ducks.
woods regarding the animal. When grained about this little frame.”
keeps a little “ clay-colored sparrow,”
“ He always was a mad headed fe l - 1 Eames, W ilm ingtin, Mass., Mrs. Jos
taxed with this idea the guides will gen
A fine young ellow was mortally shot the only one ever shot in Indiana. It
low ,” his relative explained. “ He never True, Lee.
eial y 1 uigb it away as old folks’ talk, by an unskilled friend on shore while was the killing of this rare specimen on
would be guided by anything.
He
but experience proves that folklore tra paddling up a Gatineau lake after a Sept. 27, 1890 that determined Mr.
laughed about hearing a chickadee sing
ditions are not easily got r:d of.
kind of gift to make to a party of trav
wounded duck, last week. Upon his Blatchley’s future career. When he waa
one morning, and before noon he had
elers hastily setting up their canvas
The black bear is generally considered friend’s making inquiry for his new teaching in the Terre Haute High school
shot and pretty nearly killed the man
lodging some dark night.
in the light o f the clown of the forest cedar canoe, they found that the guides he took his gun one evening and went
he was working for.”
Some guides go so f ar as to discour menagerie. His appearance is hailed had immediately smashed it with their into the country for specimens. He
On the other hand the call of the
age firing at birds roosting upon a pop with a chuckle, and though respected for axes.
came to the big stock farm of W. R.
wood pigeon, or wood dove, is very
lar tree. Often when bad shooting is his strength and tenacity of life he may
“ I knew it was au unlucky boat as McKeen, who was known to Blatehley
good medicine, as the Indian says. A
made at treed birds the gr.d e will laugh always be attacked and killed,
soon as ever I set eyes on it,” the elder only by reputation as one of the impor
great many creatures will die that day,
in his peculiar, noiseless manner and
Good luck is pre'ty certain to come to of the two said.
tant personages of V igo county. There
if the fortunate hunter hears its cooing
a camp where the carcais of a black
say:
And, though he would not explain was a sign of “ No trespassing” along
early in the morning.
“ Couldn’ t expect anything better fir bear is strung up. But if it is at all himself, he maintained that he would the boundary of the farm but it was for
The worst of it is that death may pos
possible the Indian guide will invariably rather pay for the expensive canoe than gotten when he saw a rare bird fly into
ing at a poplar tree.”
aibly strike some member of the party
It would be rash, however, to assume have a word or two of badinage with Bee anybody else make use of it.— Ex a tree within the inclosure. Scrambling
over the fence Mr. Blatehley fired, bring
as well. The guides remember the faot
with some observers that tLere is here Pete before killing him.
change.
ing down the biid and also Mr. McKeen,
that when a prominent New York nimany connection between this supersti
In the days before head hunting had
who had stood near the spot.
rod was found dead in his shack some
Mr. McKeen was wrathy at the intru
tlon of woodsmen and a world wide tra became the rage, the head of the moose
Deer In Phillips.
years ago his attendants noticed a wood
sion of the stranger and especially at
John Shepard of Bray H ill, Phillips, the shooting on his place. It took Mr.
dove’ s nest right above his pretty little
says there appear to be more deer in Blatehley only a moment to find that
embowered retreat.
bis game was a “ clay-colored sparrow.”
the vicinity of his farm than ever before
He had bad wonderful success that i
He grew eloquent over the bird and
in spite of the fact that a great many much to his relief Mr. McKeen became
season and in one month had killed
are killed every year. There are a few interested also. When they parted the
more game th-m in his whole previjus
lifetime. Every day the pigeon called
big ones that come around his place relations were pleasant, and Mr. Blateh
him to renewed success in killing, unt 1
nearly every night. The attraction is a ley became the Aim friend of the capi
ta ist. When Mr Blatehley wished to
the evening when her soft call presaged
big pile of apples beside the road. The become a candidate for state geologist
the coming of the tireless being whos*
deer dig them up and eat them in spite he informed Mr. McKeen,
who put
his shoulder to tLe political wheel and
sport is the life of men,
of the fact that they are frozen solid.
helped his fr end into a etate office.
The hoarse squawk of the raven,
It is sa’d that the deer dropped their
Prior to Mr. Blatchley’ s term of ser
again, often mean good sport for hunt
vice in the Terre Haute H igh school he
antle s earlier this year.than usual.
ers. Although a bird ot evil omen, it in
was a student at the University of In
As soon as we have a big snowstorm diana. He there made a specialty of
the game upon which the bad luck will
the deer will go into their yards for the science work under David Starr Joidan
fall, unless there are other bad signs to
and John C. Branner.
winter.
be noticed.
For instance, if the chickadee chirps
AW FURS bought for cash. I make Snowshoes. Call on or write f#r prices. CHAS
Fishing For Pickerel.
when the raven calls for “ por rk,” i
L. H a k .n d k n , Rangeley, Maine.
Since the sawmills all. along the Pe
means very bad times for sportsmen
nobscot river have..shut down and the
And if on an ordinary trip through tinbusy men have had a few days in which
woods a raven is heard, lock out foi
to rest up from their tasks, there has
falls, breakages, or accidents of some
been a brisk demand for live bait and
more serious character.
the ice on the near by lakes and ponds
But, with gun on shoulder and dog at
has been covered with anxious meu
heel, rejoice at the shout of the raven,
Editor J. W. Brackett of M a i n e W oods will undoubtedly become a member seeking to lure the. gamy pickerel from
for many a ri the good chances of sport
of the board of commissioners of iniaud fisheries aud game and when he does we
the warm depths of. fresh water. Re
the day will afford.
hope he will see that the pictures in his paper do not violate the game law. A
The observant hunter wil notice that, recent issue contained one eut tied Even the Youngsters Get Doer in Maine, show port has it that most of those who have
although tae most common of trees in ing a boy in the woods with two dead deer by him aud evidently aiming at an tried have met with good success. Ow
ing to the fact that the streams running
most shooting districts, poplar is never other, which was a direct violation of the law.—Piscataquis Observer.
[The Piscataqu s Observer is published in Dover by L. P. Evans, one of the into the ponds are low for lack of rain,
used about the camp. Many a time
shrewdest men in the newspaper business in Maine, and we are very much sur the fish are hungry and bite with greed.
A B AR CAIN
have young fellows on their first expe
For sale or exchange Steam Launch 48x12
prised to learn that Mr. Evans didn’ t understand that the boy in the picture, hav Several big strings have been taken by
dition undertaken to lend a hand in set
Copper fastened hull, Roberts tubular boiler,
ing shot the two deer allowed him by law, was aiming at a bear when the camera residents of Bangor and Brewer. The Althouse engine, built. 1901, in A 1 condition,
ting up the tents at night, and to that
capacity 35 passengers, under government
snapped him.
fish are not only greedy bnt they are license, cost $8,500, suitable for lake or transend have brought in forked stakes of the
mrtation. W ill take any reasonable offer of.
The young man lives at Berry Mills, Carthage, where there’ s plenty of game. larger than usual.
clean, easily cut, white wood.
and or cash.
CHARLES TIGHE.
T
—
He went out a few rods from the house where he lives and in a few minutes shot
55 Vesey St.. New York Ci€y.
It is needless to say that a man who
On one occasion or another they are
a couple of nice deer. He had hardly accomplished this remarkable feat when he could stand on the open surface of an
almost invariably laid on one side and
....F IS H IN G RODS....
tent poles secured from another tree. saw a big black bear walking leisurely toward him. Fortunately a photographer ice sheeted pond dnring the first two
was approaching from the opposite direction. The young man took aim at the weeks in December was healthy and New Store on Rangeley Lake House Grounds
Or a green hand w ill set up poplar
Call and see my line of Rangeley Wood
sticks on which to sling the pot. The bear and the photographer was quick enough to get a snap shot of bim with hiB liked to go fishing. On some of the and Split Bamboo Rods.
trusty lifle aiming directly between the eyes of old Bruin. W e are very sorry to days the cold was so intense that most
cook always has a reason ready for dis
E. T . H O A R .
announce, however, that at the critical moment, the young sportsman lost his of us were glad enough to stay in the
carding this wood.
R
a
n
g
e
ley.
Maine.
nerve to some extent and the bullet missed the m irk by only an luoh or two. It bouse and huddle close up against the
If by any chauce he should ‘ not notice
side of a hot stove. But it was on
made
a
furrow
through
the
fur
on
the
old
fellow
’s
back
but
did
not
wound
him
R A N C E L E Y STUDIO.
it and the pot tilts over, the bouillon
these very coldest days that the best T H E
seriously. The photographer was very sorry, indeed, that the bear was not in catches were made so that the fishermen
Developing, printing, souvenir views etc
burns or the tea is smoky, there will be
can have .heir work promptly at
cluded in the picture as that would have been rare. He explains that he consid were rewarded amply for all their suf Amateurs
tended to by the most approved met hods
a hearty malediction bestowed upon the
ferings. If any of the number received Orders by mall solicited. I want to call the
ers
himself
fortunate
in
having
secured
a
picture
of
the
boy
and
the
deer,
but
it
unlucky poplar sticks. The men are by
of hotel and camp proprietors to
nipped fingers or frozen ears from the attention
fact that, I am always ready to do view
no means ready with an explanation of was absolutely impossible for him to move his camera to include the bear. He exposure, he was more than repaid for the
ing and outside work of a..........
»
all kinds. fTelephone
his suffering by having roasted pickerel connections.
these superstitions, and when questioned didn't have time.
We are surprised that the editor of the Observer didn’ t know at a glance that for dinner the day after his return.— F. H. H A n n , Prop’r., Rangeley, Me
will content themselves with a half
Bangor News.
the boy was aiming at a bear,— Ed ]
Rangeley Studio.
laughip? rejoinder.
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AMMUNITION
W h ic h Has attained P o p u larity
T o users of “ Infallible,”

‘ E. C.” and

B E C A U S E O F S U P E R IO R IT Y .

“ Schultze,” The Laflin & Hand Powder Co.
M a n u fa c tu re d

desires to express its best wishes for a joyous

by

U N I T E D S T A T E S C A R T R I D G E C O .,

\

Christmas and a most prosperous New Year.

LOW ELL.

Letters to Maine Woods.

M A S S .,

U.

S.

A,

Bears and Other dame.
P h i l l i p s , Dec. 20, 19047*

Poses as a Crack Marksman.
B o s t o n , Dec. 12, 1904.

i
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The Camp

In

The

Wilderness. handsome pecuniary and other compen

B y D r . G e o . M oA l k e b .

sation in addition.
Brave boys! boys of ability!

boys

“ You may break, you may shatter the vase if
kind o f heart! boys willing and oblig
you will,
But the scent of the roses w ill cling round it ing! faithful boys! thy many letters of
still.”
kindly appreciation and praise of the

To the E d itor of Maine Woods:
This is a picture of the treasurer of
one of our large coal business houses in
New England and he has fourteen par
tridges hung around his neck, all of
which he claims to have shot himself,
but his son and the writer have a little
something to say about the matter.
This was taken at Lower Metaluc
camp, Oxford county, Me., during the
month of October. This is not all the
game, however, that was bagged during

To the Editor of Maine Woods:
In your issue of Dec. 23, a corres
pondent 'in a facetious manner talks
about “ Bares and Apples.”
Now it
*eems to me that either knowingly or
without knowledge he has presented
some very strong arguments for the
protection of bears.
A friend who had read what “ Nemo”
said remarked that the conclusions were
sound and that any action which pre
served game worth the hunter’ s search
was well worth protection. This man
who said this is a man who for many
years has been thoroughly acquainted
with the woods. His ideas were some
thing like this:
“ To let a few poor old farmers shoot
bears in the season when their (the
bears) hides are nearly worthless is a
mistake and nearly every man who
comes into Maine to kill a deer would
prefer to shoot one bear to half a dozen
deer.” Now let he who reads ask him
self the question and I think nearly all
will agree with my friend’s statement.
Now let me say that after some 88
years’ life on a farm I have not been
damaged one cent by bears. On the
other hand it would take many times all
the deer I have killed to pay the dam
age done by deer.
I f the argument presented by Nemo is
true, to protect game worth the hunter’s
time and money is an advantage to the
farmer where such game lives, and bears
are at home in Phillips and No. 0, on
its west bounds, the arguments brought
forth for the protection of deer are
stronger from every outlook when made
for bears
Look them over and see.
Then there are some facts of interest
related to the protection of game and
fish in our part of the country. Deer
are certainly more plenty than 40 years
ago, while in both the open and in ^a
part of the closed waters trout are get-

Tim e runs rapidly away. T h e year past awaken old associations and thy oft
is already old. Its days are numbered. expressed regrets at being compelled to
Kindly Nature spreads her mantle of exchange the happy experiences and
purest snow as a tatting shroud for the pleasantries and generous compensation
burial.
of the sportsman’s camp for the labor,
And the children of men do well to drudgery and little pay of the log
speed the passing of the old, as they ging camp, touch a responsive chord
greet the coming of the New Year — and thy touching appeals for ihe renew
with oheering song and gladsome mirth, al of old time adventures and pleasures
with backs turned towards the setting are sadly pathetic—but the die is cast,
sun of the past, and upturned faces the Rubicon is passed, the pitcher is
looking to the rising sun of the fu tu re,— broken at the fountain and henoeforth
with thanksgiving and high resolve.
our moccasins will leave their imprint
The past is history, and the future — in other lands, our paddles vex other
who knows? The camp in the w ilder waters and the crack of our rifles will
ness! what a type of life and tim e l—of echo aud reecho in other wilds.
days when it was n o t—of days when it
The “ give more” policy for the al
assumed shape aud form,of days when it ready overpaid -th e demaud that visit
that trip. Our party secured eleven
became the habitation of man—of days ing sportsmen must assist in policing
deer, three of which were fine bucks,
when it was to i'.s owner and friends much the 8ta’ e —is now clothed with all the
and in all fifty birds. The- above pic
as the pride of parent in sturdy and de formality of law and the mailed hand of
ture shows a crack marksman, so he
voted offspring,—days of joy, days of avarice thus raised is an effectual bar
says, but should you have seen him
helpfulness, days of triumph,—and alas! rier to deter and repel.
blaze away at a partridge at the end of
days of uselessness, abandonment aud
Good-by, old camp, good-by.
the muzzle of his gun you probably
decay while in its prime, even as un
Thy h a l l o w e d walls that once
would have doubted the statement.
toward conditions assail and overwhelm throbbed with the warmth and geniality
I write this article so you can publish
promising aud robust manhood in the of life are now as still in death and as
it if you care to under the picture and
summer-time of life.
cold and damp as the tomb of the Capu- can add or cut out just as you choose.
Thy coming into existeuoe’ was in the lets. The snows of winter now cover
W j had for guides the famous Flint
sunshine of the not distant ,'past — the thee as with a pall and the silence of the
boys of Wilson Mills, Me. Their equal
springtime of thy year. Stalwart hands charnel house reigns in the surrounding
for handling a canoe or hunting game
firmly laid thy hearthstone’and aymme - wilderness; undisturbed and unrebuked
cannot be found.
rioally fashioned thy walls of logs.of the the porcupine may burrow underneath
G e o b o e W. J e p s o n .
fragrant spruce; thy roof of rifted cedar, thy walls, the weasel and the fisher may
and thy yielding beds of boughs of make a playground upon thy roof and
odorous spruce and fir gave added com the timid deer and lordly moose browse
pleteness, adornment and com fort—a unheeded upon thy doorsteps.
type of the hero duly equipped for the
Since the day when the SoIoub, wise
battle of life.
in their couceir, or who may have perThy days of summertime were made cbauce surrendered their convictions
m etry by the presence of geuial and and better judgment to the importunity
robust manhood, whose hilarity and ! and domination of others set new metes
jo llity blended harmonious.y with the to the stranger within thy gates, thy
orooning of the wind in the tree-tops, latch ha been unused anl no campfire
and the joyous songs of birds; and when lias beau lighted upon thy hearth; thy
they oarae again in the shortened days mute protests against the injustice of
and deep snows of wintertime aud built the times has been unavailing and thy
ther: cheerful camp-fire in the fireplace, many appeals for old time adventures
thy walls re-echoed the sportsman’ s and pleasures are unheeded.
song, old time ballads, bri.liant salley
Alas! old camp, thou bast fallen upon
and skilful repartee, snatches from the uuuallowed days and thy timbers are
tragedies of Shakespeare, aud other condemned to premature decay—a si eut
manly pleasures.
monument to the legal enactmeats made
Without, the shambles told the story to meet and mend “ a condition aud not
of their prowess with the rifle, aud the a theory.”
air, ladeued with the odors of fryin g
Thy old records tell of seasons of ad
moose-steak and onions, attested the venture, days of triumph, laughter pro
skill of the cook and tempted the ap voking episodes and long winter even
petite —and .here is the type of the ings spent in roysteriug pleasures with
young man, at the floodtide of success, companions tried and true—and these
before be.reaches the span of mid life.
lend a charm to the reoeding past and
But times change, and people change tell of a place where sweetest memories
with them, and this alas! brings thee to will ever cluster and delightful reminis
thy days of old age and decrepitude be cences will ever find an abiding home.
fore thy time, and to none does it come
Paraphrasing the words of the poet:
with more force and sadness than to the “ We may try to forget the log camp If we will ■
large corps of guides and other em But loving old memories w ill cling to It
still.”
ployees, who shared injthy pleasures as
fully as their employers who generous
Good-by, old camp, good by.
ly shared with them the work of the
[As we understand it, Dr. McAleer
MIS8 ALICE GILBERT OF ORONO.
eamp and upon the trial, and made them does not like Maine's license for non
Loaned by Bangor News.
resident sportsmen but does like our
guides.— Ed.]
the woods.

T A X I D E R M I S T S .

Her First Deer.

n e w a d v e b t is k m e x t s .

- MEZZO. Game and ,Fish mounted
in every known style by

NASH OF MAINE,
A ll Round Taxidermist, Norway and
Hainea Landing, Maine.

Where to get trout and salmon, Sandy
River, Phillips <ft Rangeley and Franklin
& Megantic Railroads.
Gerard’ s camps on Little Spencer and
waters of Big Spencer Lakes.
Win. P. Townsend, West Buxton, Me.,
can show you the right way of trapping
for a small sum. See his advertise
ment elsewhere.
Rangeley Lake’ s Steamboat Company.
Cottages to rent J. Littlefield, Mercer
Maine.
The American pedometer Company.

For a number of years Thomas B,
Gilbert, one of the successful lumber
men of Orono, has conducted a number'
of loggiug camps at Oaawa, a location
17 miles from Greenville on the line of
the Canadian Pacific railroad,
Wednesday, Nov. 23, Mr. G ilbert’ s
youngest daughter, Miss Alice Gilbert,
went to O iawa to pass Thanksgiving
with her brother. Eugene C. Gilbert,
who is his father’s assistant at the
•amps. The evening of Thanksgiving
day a snowstorm came and muffled
every snapping twig and bit of crust in

ting to be like celestial visitors few and
far between.
Cn the other hand a moose in his na
tive state is something not to be found
near here for many years. Perhaps long
ago when the Heweys, Tairbankses and
others used to use dogs to chase and
follow moose, while the hunters them
selves followed on the March crusts,
perhaps these days were the last of
moose in this vicinity.
The present writer remembers a story
of such a moose hunt which ended near
LoDg pond, when the dog was trampled,
with a broken ba:k, under the feet of
the big monarch of the forest who was
brought to bay; when a Mr. Fairbanks,
now in the west and a brother to George
and Charles of Phillips, went up to the
huge, mad brute, siezed him by an ear
and despatched him with his knife.
Truly tne old fathers had no lack of
courage in those days.

Tire next morning, taking a light rifle
with her, Miss Gilbert, accompanied by
her brother, took a long walk through
the woods.
Just after crossing a tote
road Miss Gilbert oaught sight of a
deer. She fired and the deer fell, shot
through the head.
“ I turned my back while it was dy
ing,” said the young huntress, with a
little break in her voice. Mr. Gilbert
bled the deer, which, two days later, ar
rived in Orono, billed to Miss A lice
Gilbert, who is receiving the congratu
lations of her many friends on her suo
cess as a deer hunter.

TRAPPERS.
After trying other trapping: methods with
out success, try mine. 1 w ill show you the
right way for a small sum.
W m . P. T o w nsend , West Buxton, Me.

W A N T S , F O R S A L E , E TC .
Price i cent a word each inser
tion. Cash with order.
W A N T S.
ANTED. Good chance f o r taxidermist.
One that can mount moose and deer
heads. Write to Wm . W e it z e l , Grand
Rapids, Minnesota, Box 79.

W

Several hear cubs in g\>od
healthy condition.
State weight, age
W ANTED.
and lowest cash price when answering. Ad

dress Geo. B. Ma c l e a n , luo Milam St., Hous
ton, Texas.

ANTED. One good ioxliound, 1£ years old.
Price §10.00. W. E. De n n y , Franklin, N.
Y.___________________________________
AMP TO LET.
Furnisned hunting caihp
tor rent. No better country for big deer
in Maine. Camps will accommodate large
party. F r a n k Ch ic k , Franklin Co., Madrid,
Maine.

W
C

FO R SALE .
SALE—Five male, two female, full
blooded bull terrier pups. For prices ad
FOR
dress, O. W. W
, New Portland, Me.
il l ia m s o n

OR SALE—In the Rangeley Lake region of
Maine—A fine camp, fully furnished, ice
house (filled,) "store house and boat house;
power lauuch, boats, canoes, etc., etc. Best
location in the section. W ill be sold at a barain. For particulars, etc., address Ch a s . T.
EEBE, New London, Conn.

F

S

SALE-The most convenient, the best
located private camps in the Rangeley
F OR
Lakes’ region. Running water hot and cola.

Three camps joined. Furnished complete;
nothing more comfortable. Will accommodate
twelve guest-s with single bed for each Ac
commodations for six guides and camp for
man and wife to care for grounds and build
ings. Ice house filled and other outhouses
necessary
Address H e n r y H. R oelofs ,
Philadelphia, Pa.

a s o l e n e l a u n c h f o r s a l e —a new first
class gasolene Launch built May last, by
Thomas Stone of Swampscott, Mass., was on
exhibition at Horticultural Hall at Automobile
Show, used only two weeks, 20 f*. long, 4 ft. «
in. wide, Sagamore Engine
horse power, 3
blade propeller, decks finished in mahoga ly,
bras? rails, oak finish, canvas cover batteries,
cradle oars and tools, price §3:>e. Net cash F.
O. B. Greenville, Me. Can be seen at Camp
Waumbeck, Sugar Island, Moosehead Lake,
Maine, after Aug. 22d or communicate with
owner, Geo. H. Rimbach, Prop. Crawford
House, Boston, Mass., onJy reason for selling
is, that a larger boat is desired.

G

OTEL FOR SALE.—During the past winter
and spring we had letters from several
hotel men who wanted information in regard
to paying hotel property that could be pur
chased. We couldn’t name the right place
then; row we can. We know of a hotel that
can be bought at a low price considering its
capacity for earning money, and fhe cost of
the hotel and stables. It is located better
for making good money all the year
’round than any other hotel in the same
county. We are thoroughly conversant with
the conditions surrounding this very desir
able hotel property and we solicit corres
pondence in regard to it. Address the J. W.
B r a c k e t t C o m p a n y , Phillips, Maine.
August 9,1904.

H
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FISHED FOR SALMON.
Party o f Boston Gentlemen Fish

J. W . B r a c k e t t C o m p a n y , Publishers.

on Moisic River.

J. W. BRACKETT, Editor and Manager.
CLARENCE E CALDEN, Associate M’g’r.

They Make a Wonderful Record

$1.00 a Year.

Ma i n e W oods solicits communications and
fish and game photographs from it i readers
When ordering the address of your paper
changed, please give the old as well as new
address.
I f you want It stopped, pay to date and say

•o.

Maine Woods Information Bureau gives In
formation on Summer Resorts and Fishing
and Shooting. Boston office, 147 Summer Si.,
with Boston Home Journal.

This

Edition

o f Maine

Woods

5,550.
F R ID A Y , DECEMBER 30, 1904.
W ARDEN

FINDS

A

FREAK.

Commissioner Carleton Receives
Freak Deer Antlers.
G im e Warden Ross of Vanoeboro has
forwarded to the fish and game depart
ment a set of moose antlers, which has
been the means of raising the question
as to whether the animal which wore
them was or was not killed legally. The
question is not whether the moose was
killed in open time or not, but is on ac
count of the antlers.
Chapter 80 of the Revised Statutes, as
amended by Chapter 222 of the Laws of
1901, provides that “ No person shall at
any time hunt, catch, kill, destroy or
have in possession any cow or calf
moose; and the term calf ‘ moose,’ as
herein used, shall be construed to mean
that these animals are calves nntil they
are at least one year old, and have at
least two proDgs or tines
to their
horns.”
The difficulty with the antlers which
Warden Ross sent to Commissioner
Carleton is that only one horn has a
prong or tine upon it, the other being
free of any suggestion of a prong. The
failure of the prong to grow was prob
ably the result of a freak of nature, bu*
at the same time, according to the
wording of the law, that the animals are
calves until they have “ at least two
tines to their horns,” it is the opinion
of somo who have seen the antlerB, that
the killing of the animal that wore them
could have hardly been considered legal.
— Kennebec Journal.

Bangor View oi a Gun Tax.

and Get Many Salmhn.

DECEMftERH30.

SPO R T SM E N ’S

P H ILLIP S, MAINE.

Issued Weekly.

WOODS,

D IR E C T O R Y .

CAMP SUPPLIES for sportsmen, carefully
packed for transportation. Send for prices.
S.S. Pierce Co.,Tremont & Beacon sts., Boston.
ASK FOR free catalogue o f Witch-Elk
Hunting Boots. They always please. Witcheli
Sons A Co , Ltd., Detroit, Mich.

RANGELEY LAKE COTTAGE LOTS. Very
desirabie. Rangeley Cottage Co. Enquire ot
H. M. Burrows, Rangeley Lake House, Rangeever ley, or J. W. Brackett, Phillips, Me.

Probably no party of ang'ers
.•aw better fishing than that enjoyed
last June by Ivers W. Ailams of Bos
ton, treasurer of the American Net A
Twine company; Senator Aldrich of
Rhode Island; B. F. Dutton of the firm
of Houghton A
Dutton; Dr. Hebar
Bishop, Hen-y R Read of Nash, Spiulding A Co. and a director of the Boston
A Maine railroid and Mr. A la m s’s son,
Walter.
They fished for sea salmon on M lisio
river in Labra ior. Mr Adams owns
five miles of this river and it is ample,
for it furnishes grand sport for him and
his friends. They left B iston on June
12 and arrived at their destination on
June 17 at 6 30. By 7.10 Dr Bishop
was fast to a 21 pound salmon and he
landed him before 8 o’ clock. On June
20, four rods landed 37 salmon, the com
bined weight of which was 890 pounds.

1904
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DID Y O U

CO

EVER

H U N T I N G Augusta House.
AT

B I L L Y S O U L E ’S ?
Haines L a n d i n e , - ^ a i n e .

FLY F I S H I N C
Every Day In t h e s ea so n
at

King and Bartlett lake
and Spencer Stream Camps.

T H E DuPONT C O M P A N Y
extends,

heartiest

hood

50,000 acres of fishing and hunting
preserve is controlled here. Moose,
deer arid small game are abundant.
Many brooks, lakes and ponds furnish
fly fishing, where trout and salmon
rise to the fly every day in the season.
Log cabins are situated on the different
lakes and ponds and twenty camps on
King and Bartlett lake furnish hos
pitality to the man who fishes and
shoots. For circulars and further in 
formation, address

wishes

to its friends for a most joyful
Season.

H o lid a y

H. E. CAPEN, Prop’r.,
Augusta,

Forestry Report.
The forthcoming report of the fores
try bureau of the state of which Hon.
E. E. Ring ol Orono is commissioner,
will be one of the most important and
valuable ever issued by the department.
It will deal mainly with the question o!
the preservation of forests from fires.
Included in it w ill be the report of the
United States bureau of forestry, cover
ing the work of the crops of experts
sent into Maine by the bureau last sum
mer, and which passed several months
investigating the fire question in the
wild land sections.
Mr. Ring w ill recommend an amend
ment
to the forestry law of the Btate, so
Indian guide holding up a 35-pound salmon.
It took five hours and 25 minutes to land that the appointment of district super
this fish.
intendents of fire wardens will be pro
vided for. The proposition is to divide
Mr. Adams owns five miles of the the territory into sections, appointing a
Moisic river. The rivers of Labrador superintendent for each section, who
are all leased by wealthy Americans and shall have a general oversight of the
Englishmen. The Moisic river is des local wardens in his district, arranging
cribed as being bigger than any Maine for fire patrols in dangerous time of
river and it is about as wide as the drouth and looking after the expendi
Connecticut river at Springfield, but tures.
With
the immense territory
there is a larger volume of water. I t •that Commissioner Ring has to look
was noticed by the fishing party that after it is next to impossible for him to
the river would rise very suddenly from personally examine into the details.
rains and melted snow above. This
An important chapter in the work
made good fishing afterwards.
will be one on farmers’ wood ljts. It
will tr;at of the value of these to the
farmer, their care, etc.

B Y OEO. N . V A N D Y K E .

The forests, lakes, ponds and
streams, the camps and lodges,
guides, game ana game laws of
the great, w l’ derness.
:a
ted, 100 pages. Price 26c. w
Ma in b w o o d s one year, $1.1®.

W ILD ER N ESS

George Robertsou of Sumner shot a
buck Dec. 14.
Weston Swett of Lewiston, who has
been stopping at I. W. Hutchinson’ s
camp on Tw addle hill, returned home
last week with two fine deer.
The Robertsou party of Sumner, who
have been stopping at H. A. A bbott’ s,
returned home Doc. 17.
Maurice Judkins has moved his fam 
ily to camp on the Lander’ s lot.

BECKONS

HUNTER! TRADER! TRAPPER!
THE

STORY

OF

THE

GUN,

Is Told for the First Time in

American
Small Arms.
By Edward S. Farrow, Late Unhed
States Army.
As the author of “ Fartow’s Mili
tary Encyclopedia” “ Camping on
The only publication of its kind in the the trail,” “ West Point,” etc., Mr.
world. A Journal of Information for Hunt
ers, Trappers and Traders. Contains *4 or |Farrow has long been recognized as
more pages each month on the following:
Building Deadfalls, Setting Steel Traps. Bait [an authority upon all things pertain
ing Traps, New Ways to Capture Sly Animals, ing to military matters.
His late*t
Night Hunting Dogs, Growing Ginseng, Lon
don Raw Fur Sales, Raising Skunk and work, “ American Small Arms,’ is
Other Animals, Letters from Old Hunters and a veritable encyclopedia of knowlege
TrapDers, etc.
It gives the com
Subscription, $1 a yea r; single copy, 10c. about the gun.
Trial subscription, five months, only 25c.
Special offer, Ma i n e W oods and Hunter - plete history of all varieties of Small
TradeT-Trapper both one year, $1.50
Arms that have been made in the
Address, HUNTER - TRADEK - TRAPPER,
United States since its settlement by
Gallipolis, Ohio.
the Colonists, and its descriptive text
is profusely illustrated by diagrams
and models showing the progress of
American Arms up to the present
day.
If you are interested in guns, ^if
backed by the general law of average you own a gun, you ever use a 'gun,
proves that the first appearance of ou cannot afford to be without, this
ook. It is the only work of its kind
an advertisement does not bring in the world
business nor even create much curi
Price $5.00 sold only by subscrip
osity. It costs little to advertise :n tion.
M a i n e W o o d s . A trial (one time)
M A IN E WOODS,
insertion for business advertising is

Experience

a waste of money. If you go in,stay Phillips,
. . .
Maine,
in and it will pay you. “ Keeping
everlastingly at it” is the only way
to success.
In continuity is strength. In dis
am p
ires
connection is failure. Few people
buy anything the first time they hear
IN T H E
about it. There is not a solitary
case where intermittent advertising
has brought returns compared with
that from continuous advertising—
that everlasting pounding aw ay at
B Y [ E . W . BU RT.
the public day in and day out.

C

F

Wilderness

M A IN F
Hunters at West Weld.

Me.

at this season of the year, and KINEO is its gateway-COM E! The finest trout
fishing in the world, big g ime in plenty, a net work of lakes and streams, a wild,
free, outdoor life In crisp pure air and glorious sunshine are its attractions. We
make a specialty of completely outfitting campers, canoeists, fishermen and
hunters, w rite ror information
THE MOUNT KINEO HOUSE, C. A. J u d k in s , Manager, Kineo, Maine.

i

Salmon canning is an important in
dustry on the Moisic river and the fish
are netted in large numbers and large
•izes. One day Dr. Bishop counted 13
nets in the river between its mouth and
Mr. Adams’ s property. One of the nets
was 1,500 feet long. The men took out
of one of the nets in one day, 155 salm
on that would average 25 to 80 pounds
each in weight.
A c6-pound salmon.
The fishing party took their salmon
all on the fly and they averaged 28
The party had 12 men at $1.25 a day
pounds. The largest salmon weighed
and 50c for boats.
38 pounds.

-

G am elands of Maine.

Farmington, Maine, until May 15.

April. 28 above was the lowest and 55
the highest registered by the thermom
eter while they were there in the morni jg, but sometimes in the middle of the
day it went as high as 70. This party
made a wonderful reoord. Th ey caught
thousands of pounds of salmon and had
never to be forgotten sport.
The salmon were seat to the canners
and absolutely none was w aited.

Several citizens who are opposed to
the hunters’ license idea, as put in prac~
tice in Maine, and who believe that the
game of Maine should be for the exclu
sive use of the citizens, of Maine, are
very outspoken regarding the proposi
tion to impose a nominal tax upon every
resident of the state who carries fire
arms of any kind. The plea advanced
is that such an enactment would be un
constitutional, because it would not be
in accordance with the common law—
the law that has developed from long
usage. Bow much there may be in this
idea we do not know.
But if analogy
furnishes any basis for forming a con
clusion, the common law, which per
mits it to be coctitutional to tax top
carriages and musical instruments and
other luxuries, cannot make an ex
ception in the cases of guns or rifles or
revolvers. For firearms are no longer
necessary, the way they were in the
days of cur ancestors. In former times
much of the living which the pioneers
secured for themselves and families was
gained by the chase. Then, those hardy
old chaps who came here before or dur
ing the Revolution had to fight Indians,
so to deprive them of arms would have [
been a great injustice. Today no uch
argument can be presented. Under the
common law of England a dog, as a
serviceable companion to man, might
not ba shot without the consent of his I
owner. But as useful as the dog was
in the chase and for guarding property,
the right to put on a dog tax was not
questioned when the matter was taken
up for discussion. They tax dogs in
the United States. In Great Britain
they tax both dogs and guns. The
common law of this country was derived
from practices in vogue in England.
Any new enactment that is sanctioned
A morning's catch, 400 pounds.
by the common law of Britain should be
valid on this side. The conditions are
The party used split bamboo rods that
almost identical in both countries.—
were 16 feet long and weighed 81 ounces.
Bangor News.
They had two Indian guides for each
canoe. They were anchored when fish
ing and when they got a strike the
The Supply Exhausted.
anchor was pulled in a hurry and the
We have been authorized to state to salmon chased. They use about 500
our readers that the editions of the feet of line and it takes, on an average,
Laflin & Rand Powder company’ * 1905 from 25 minutes to three-quartera of an
calendars Is exhausted. Also the supply hour to land a fish. The temperature
of DuPont calendars.
in that climate in -June is about like our

Headquarters for Senators, Rep
resentatives and Committees.
The center of legislative activity
outside the State House. Room*
are being engaged daily by leading
legislators. Now is the time to en
gage headquarters for the opening
week.
•Steam heat and electric light*
throughout. Call or write for terms.

HARRY M. P IER CE,
Spencer, Maine.

THE

Guide gaffiing Dr. Bishop’s early morning
eaten. Salmon 21 pounds.

H O T E L S A N D C A M PS.

H O TELS A N D C A M P S.

Phillips,

-

WOODS,
-

Maine.

Modern Rifle
Shooting.

A book of valuable information
for campers and sportsmen with an
account of travels and adventures in
wilds ot Maine, New Brunswick
and Canada.
Price $i . io postpaid.
Camp Fires in the Wilderness
and M a in e Woods i year for $2.00.
dc ut f c ,

M AINE W O ODS,
Phillips,

-

Maine.

SEND US HUNTING STORIES
Our readers are requested to send
hunting stories.

ns

There are plenty of

things to w rite us.

Tell us where you

go and what you see.

Address,

FR O M T H E A M E R IC A N
STA N D PO IN T.
V*

G. HUDSON,

M a i n e W o o d s , Phillips, Maine.

Shooting, •anoelng anti, camera
taken. Address,

Riverton,

-

Maine.

parties

M ain e W oods readers, who want
to subscribe for M a i n e W oodsman ,

B Y DR .

Mrs, J. S. Freese RegisteredGlide.

Two Papers, $1.50.

our weekly local paper, can have it

is a standard work that is very at 50 cents a year in addition to their
M a in e W oods subscription. This
much in demand.
Price £i.oo. Postage ioc. For makes both paper* cost only $1.50
sale by
a year.
M AINE W OODS, Phillip*, Me.

M a in e W ood*, Phillip*, Me.

M AINE
TR APS AN D T R A P P E R S .

Hunters and
Trappers Attention.
I have not been in the fur business 40 years
but I am not to blame for that as I am not
that old. But below I think you will And
sowie prices that will interest you. 1 will pay
for prime well hand ed skins until Jan. 1st
as follows; i e., for Maine, Canada and East
ern fur:
Mink, large, medium and small,
$4.75
R e i Fox, largs, medium andsm all,
3 75
Coon, large and medium,
1.50
Coon, small.
1.25
Skunk, black,
1.50
Skunk, i Stripe,
1.00
Skunk, lull Stripe,
.50
You can see that on the mink and fox there
Is no chance to skin you on the sort and I
will guarantee to give you the best sort on
skuitk th it you ever had. If you are afraid
to trust trse with your shipments send them
by express C. O. D. and I will give you the
prices that I quote.

R Al PM E DEAN,
Lawrenceville, S t . Law. Co., N. Y
References, Wm. Hawley, postmaster . Fred
Shepard, State Grange Lecturer. Lawrenceville, N. Y., St. Law. Co.

W h y do all
professional
Trappers insist
on having the
Newhouse Trap?
They

want

Fur.
Address for free Catalog,

O N EID A

COM M U N ITY,

On e id a , N. Y .
Send 25 cents for The Trapper’s
Guide by S. Newhouse, telling how
to catch all fur bearing animals and
cure their skins, with complete direc
tions how to live in the woods.

TRAPPERS KEPT STIU.
Guide “ Mesmerized” by His Chum
aud Acts Strangely.
Mink

Neglected

For a Cranky

Old Bear.
Special correspondence to M a i n e Woods.

WOODS,

was mesmerized, but it is so common
for his audience to be affected that way
when he is telling stories that he paid
no special attention to Jim's behavior.

DECEMBER

30,

that hear, stiff as a poker,”
Jim threw himself headlong upon the
floor, face downward, where he laid
rigid and tremb ing.
Ben took the
“ ‘First,” they said, “ ‘the bear tore stretcher by the small end and brought
down the cubby and got the bait out ot it down with a resounding orack od
one side. Then they built a great big Jim’ s seat. Jim sprung to his feet
solid log cubby and put it together with shouting, “ where is he? Where is he?”
sixty penny spikes. He came and dug Then rubbing his eyes he looked arouud
up the trap and threw it to one side.’ ” h m in a dazed manner and flnal’y ex
Here Jim began walking around a claimed: “ I thought you was going to
shoe, eying it from all sides and reach tell me a bear story.”
‘ I shau’ t tell you any more bear sto
ing out to poke it lightly with one hand.
ries.”
said B?n.
“ You’ re too weak
“ Next thing they tried was to set the
D. E. B e y w o o d .
trap in a kind of a natural looking place minded ”
and without disturbing a thing, and
hanging the bait on a limb. But he The Fine A rt o f Baking Beans.
smelled the trap and went way round,”
W e are all familiar with the ordinary
baoked away from the shoe and got be
and inexpensive dish of baked beans but
hind the stove and peeked around at it.
few have ever tasted them as\they are
“ Then they tried to shoot it. Tary
cooked
in the woods. Compared with
put out a bait and took turns watching
beans cooked in a bean hole, the ordi
it, but he came w'oea it was so dark
nary dish we get in a hotel or restaurant
they could not see him.”
is tasteless and unattractive. Baked
Jim had sat down in a oorner with a
broom across his lap and his legs very beans are the mainstay of the lumber
wide apart, and now shaded his eyes camps and when brou.ht in by the cook
and peered into the imaginary darkness, steaming hot, are the one and only dish
while the broom held “ at ready” trem to satisfy 1he vigorous appetites of the
woodsman.
bled visibly.
A lumberman, bragging of a partic
“ Then they hung a big junk of meal
up in a tree with a lot of b ’g iron hook> ularly expert cook whose baked beans
in it—so high he would hive to jump to were famous all through the West branch
get it. But he gnawed off the rope and region, was asked how the cook prepared
—‘ herel quit that* said Ben, noticing the dish and replied :
Jim preparing to leap for a shelf none
“ How did he cook them? W ell just
too strong for the load of bottles and this way. Alon^ about roon he half filled
boxes that were piled upon it.
a wash boiler with them and parboiled
“ This is about where they were when them until the shells would come ofl
I found them, and a bluer crowd than Then he got th ra ready for the pot.
they were I don’ t seldom see ”
First he peeled an onion and sliced it in
“ ‘W ell hoys,” says I, ‘ H e’s just as the bottom of the pot. Then he poured
easy as nothing. Got any No. 2 jump half the beans in and spread another
ers?’ They said they had some set fo: sliced onion over them. Tw o or three
mink down by the river. ‘ Get me three junks of pork next went in and the re-
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SPORTSM EN’S SUPPLIES.

SPORTSMEN’S SUPPLIES,

Eastern Experts and Western Plainsman
like multitudes of sportsmen in every section of the country,* w
will tell
you, with a smile of unqualified approval, that t " ,

PETERS CARTRIDGES and LOADED SH ELLS
afford more real, genuine satisfaction, and^ive better actual results than those of
any other make. Peters Rifle and Pistol Ammunition is loaded with Semi-smoke
less powder, which insures unquestionable superiority over black powder goods.
Peters Shotgun Ammunition includes 8EV e N different shells, each the best of
its kind. Peters “ Ideals” were used by the winner of the Amateur Championship
of the United States in 1903. New York was recently added to' the list of Stats
Championships won with Peters Shells this year.

THE

PETERS

C A R TR ID C E

N e w Y o r k : T?H.h13&Meager.

Their First Moose.
WRITTEN IN 1896 BY D. K.HITWOOD.

’Twas out on a river one dark warm night
Two hunters stole from the campfire’s light
To try their luck a moose to find
And a good sized bull they had in mind.
That afternoon in the mud, they found
By his tracks so fresh, that he was around,
And the grassy banks both far and near
Were thickly trodden by many a deer.

COMPANY,

C i n c i n n a t i , U. S. A .

Quicker and faster the boat sped on,
While the sportsman nervously cocked his
Run,
And soon ahead in the breaking light
A huge dark object came In sight.
Quickly ihe paddle Is flatwise turned
To retard their speed till the sex they've
learned,
In breathless silence they strain their eyes
While taller and broader he seems to rise—
Till clearly before them is plainly spread
The palmated antlers upon his head.

Both were young men and full of pride,
One a sportsman and one his guide—
Somewhat thoughtless ’tis safe to say
But ready either to work or play.J

The sportsman swiftly his rifle raised
And along the shining tube did gaze,
While a deathlike silence fell over all,
Not a drop of water was heard to fall,
Neither had ever seen or heard
And the monster stood as if carved froit
A moose, though often with ardor stirred
stone,
Had they sought the grounds where once had A living mountain of flesh and bone—
been
And the guide in agony breathed he not|
Moose in plenty and often seen
While the sportsman aimed for a vital spot.3
In days gone by, and the old guides said
The gloom was pierced by a blinding flash
“ We often saw them, often with mammoth And the startling jar of a rifle’s crash.
head—
You hunters that’s seen the white tailed deer
There are some there yet, it seems to me,
And the ground he covers through sport or
But the guides are not as they used to he.”
fear—
Silently floated the light canoe—
Or the catlike spring of the frisky hound
The oppressive silence and darkness too.
Can well imagine the great brute’s bound.
Broken by naught but a dismal cry
Far out in the stream to his hack he sank
Of a distant owl on the treetops high
And the white waves roiled from hank to
bank.
And the upturned roots to the left and right
Seemed to move in the fading light,
Then slowly and wearily from the stream
Causing the hunter’s heart to bound
He climbed to the grassy bank so green,
And as he silently turned about
And his ears to strain for a footfall sound.
A second rifle shot rung out.
i Slowly and quietly floating by,
There was no aimless leap in air,
Heaving a disappointed sigh
Thert was no breaking on branches there,
I As each old treetop and upturned root
But there on the bank where the tall grass
|Took on its natural and rugged look,
stood
Tiil in the darkness ahead they hear •
The rippling flash of a feeding deer.
He knelt and died as a buffalo would.
As the early light breaks o’er the land,
The “ jack” is opened, It’s streaming light
Once more by their fallen game they stand.
Shown up on a graceful creature bright.
And with their feeling of pride there comes
A doe so graceful in every part,
A keen remorse for the deed they’ ve done;
So slight of limb with a nervous start
For one more head of his failing race
And gazed with wonder and blank dismay
While the hunters could see the nostrils play. Is swept away from the earth’s bright face—
And soon as the years roll swiftly by
The jack is covered with no alarm,
The last of this noble game shall die—
j For a feeding doe they will do no harm—
Though long it lingers it cannot stand,
; They float away and as luck w’ill fall
Pursued by thoughtless and artful man.
j They do not frighten the doe at all.
Perhaps the reader would here suppose
Two more deer are in this way passed
That a moose was taken when time was close
When the scent is taken by one at last,
THREE OF NATURE’S NOBLEMEN.
If the date and locality well he knew—
And away through the pushes with noisy feet But a tale of truth I have told to you—
She bounds and whistles at every leap;
1 have no writing or proof to show
And soon their patience is vexed and tried
Since the hunt was taken so long ago—
ot four,’ says I ‘and i ’ ll come down in Jmainder of the beans. Over the whole
By the challenging whistle on every side.
But the head was mounted no more to roam
the morning and tie him up for yo u !’ ” he poured a pint of molasses and then The warning has traveled from doe to doe
But to grace the walls of a proud sport’s
Jim had been quiet a short time bu‘ more pork. There was just enough That the hunters are coming quite well they
home.
know—
he now got a boat and tied it to a stove water put in to cover the beans. He
And from all sides comes the wild alarm,
leg.
j spread a piece of birch bark over the top Where a moment before reigned a deathlike Big Bull Moose Scares Horses.
“ The next morning I came down and before putting the cover on. Then he
calm.

R a n g e l k y , M e ., Dec. 27, 1904.
Ben G iles sat down before the Are
aud began to sharpen his knife, prepara
tory to skinning a fisher. Jim Wilcox
had just finished the supper dishes and
was filling his pipe.
“ Now lets draw lots,” said Jim “ to
see which shall tell the other a story.”
“ A ll right,” said Ben absent mindedly
“ you fix the lots and I ’ ll draw,”
Jim turned his hack aud cut two
peices of string one long and one short.
Then doubling the long one so both
ends would show, and concealing the
short one In his hand, he held it out to
Ben. “ The one that gets the longest
one has got to tell the story,” said Jim.
Ben thought a moment, then pulled
out the string.
“ Oh, it’ s up to you,” said Jim open
ing his hand and showing the short one.
“ What d’ y want,” said Ben, ‘ Love or
adventure?, I ’ ve had a deal to do with
both in my day.”
“ Adventure,” said Jim, “ b eir stories
for choice.”
Ben took the fisher and pulled its legs
to limber it, aud began.
took the traps and took off the chains. 1 pounded the cover on good and tight
The boatman paused with a backward stroke,
“ One fall when I was trapping on the Then I went out in the woods and set
I When the water began to steam the bircli And a murmured oath from hi3 lips there
Wash-wash. “ On the what?” exclaimed them, the same as one there, and one
broke —
bark swelled, making a tight joint and no
Jim.
He paused and whispered “ our trick they’ve
there, and one there and one there,”
1
steam
could
escape
learned.”
“ Look here, I ain’ t going to tell th's indicating the four corners of a square
“ Meanwhile the cookee had tuilt a Then smiled at the way the affair had turned.
story but onoe and you’ ll have to pay
“ Then I put a few drops of that scent
1good fire of fine split bin h in the bean- Litt e by little the noise has ceased,
atteutiou to what I say.”
of mine in the middle and went away
Jim drew a box close iu front of Ben and told them not to go to the traps till 1 hole. This was a hole dug in the ground Till hardly a whistle disturbs the peace,
When again the paddle is soltly plied
j and lined wilh rocks. Around and over And
and sat down facing him and lighted L came.”
silently onward the hunters glide,
his pipe, while Ben continued, “ there
Jim seemed to want to cross the camp ! this a small shack had been built to keep Around the bends by the snags and grass —
The sky both moonless and overcast—
were two other fellows tiappiag just be but did not dare move till he had felt of in the heat.
“ When the b rch had been burnt to Toe land and water in one mass lie
low me. Whenever I got time I took a the floor very carefully previous to each
Divided by naught but a skillful eye.
run down to see them.”
step. Ben bad got the fisher’ s hide off 1 red hot cinders, the cinders were shov“ At first they seemed glad to have me aud turning it fur side out, held it up to 1 eled out and the bean pot put in the hole, Sometimes the paddle is strongly plied
And then they paused, and the crafty guide
come, and they used to pum p me with the light and shook it adm ringly.
i The cinders were packed around it and Would sit in silence and strain his ears
all sorts of questions, and you know I
The sounds of the midnight land to hear.
“ Ih e next morning I went down early the whole covered with black ashes.
am quite a talker. So it happened that and we went out to the traps and just as
“ The beans were put in late in the ( Three long hours of this work has gone,
after a while I found they intended to I expected, two of them wer? gone.” |afternoon and allowed to remain all night j Since the last echo of the deer’s alarm,
find out all I knew aud not let me know Here Jim suddenly jerked up a hand In the morning the pot was taken out I And the guide is thinking of camp and bed
j When a distant splashing is heard ahead,
anything that they knew. When I got aud putting it to his mouth fell over on and you ought to have smelled those . He scornfully whispers “ a doe I guess”
onto their racket I started the same his back, growling aud whining piteous beans when the cover was taken off. But paddles onward to do his best,
game myself.”
ly. For a moment Ben looked at him in ! Talk about your mouth watering. If I Avoiding carefully as they glide
Eaeli stick and snag by the river side—
^ “ Finally I found they were terribie triumph, then went on with his story.
they wouldn’t give a sick man an appetite j t q the rocks below he will not reach down
still all at once about something and I
“ Just as I planned it,” says I. “ Now then it was because he was beyond the To lilt his paddle and make a sound.
began trying to flud out what it was. go easy aud you’ ll find him in less than
reach of all medicine. They were whole 1In his own peculiar and careless way,
After a while I found out by them ask 100 yards. We crept a little ways aud
1A moose was feeding not far away,
some, juicy and sweet, light brown a d |Plucking the grass from the river bed,
ing so many qu stions about catching heard a little trickling sound. ‘ There
-just ri _ht every way
They had flavor to 1 Submerging his mammoth horns and head
she bears, that they had a-bear round, he is!’ says I. ‘ Now saeak up
aQ 1 them and the way that crew put them 1Till his mouth was Ailed and his head he
that they could not catch, and they were shoot him.’ We went a little ways and j
rose,
afraid I would go for it. But you know there in the middle of a clear spot sat 1 away was a caution. The boys could j When a cataract poured from his horns and
nose.
I never go onto another man’ s territory, Mr. Bear, holding up a paw with a little hardly wait for the sound of the breakfast
bell in the ‘dingle,’ lor the beans could j The guide had ofttimes been deceived
“ no sir not I.”
trap ou one toe and eying it from all
By his ears, and the sound he would not be
Jim ’ s pipe turned bottom up iu his sideB, and shaking it, and looking at it, be smelled in the ‘barroom,’ that’s what
lieve
mouth, then fell to the floor, but he and peeking at it, and squinting at it. they call men’s camp. It is pretty good Was naught but a moose of unusual size
grub
that
a
man
can
stand
iwice
a
day
Till the reeking antlers were heard to rise—
did not pick it up.
Jim with a chip between his fingers was
for six months, but when the camp broke At this he spoke to his friend and said
“ Finally I ays, ‘say fellers, if you’ ve sitting up imitating the bear.”
up the first thing three-quarters of those ‘ That certainly must be a moose ahead.
got a Bhy bear, you just introduce me to
Ben turned the fisher hide fur in and
men asked for in the restaurants was So make all ready this bend to round
the gentleman and I ’ ll tell you how to took the stretcher.
beans, but they ‘ warn’t’ no such beans as And do not whisper or make a sound,
And if a cow we should chance to meet
get him.’ ”
‘ ‘Shoot!’ ” says I.
they got in camp ”— Bangor News.
We must not harm her but watch her eat.”
Here Jim got slowly down on all fours
“ ‘ Y ou shoot/ ” said they.
“ Now open the jack,” he next did say
and walking away into a dark corner of
“ ‘ N o shoot, yourself,’ ” says I.
WHERE TO GO FISHING.
And the lid was dropped in a noiseless way,
the camp sat down on his haunches and
“ ‘N o, you shoot,’ ” says they. So I
Ask Maine Woods information Burea And far ahead went the streaming light
growled ominously. Ben saw that he pulled up and let drive and down wen
But nothing but river was yet in sight
for circulars and particulars. Phtllirs

j

A big, boid old bull moose, w ho knew
very well that no ona would dare to
■hoot him, swagge:ed out of the Pushaw swamps yesterday afternoon and
raised Cain out back of Old Towu.
William Smart was hauling wood
with a pair of horses out on the Gilman
Falls road, when the moose came out
into the road and tried to get acquaint
ed with the horses. Mr. Smart’ s dog, a
little ki yi, charged the moose, which
retreated a short distance, until he
sized up the dog as not dangerous; then
he came back.
The horses got a good square look at
him, and that was enough.
They
whirled about, upsetting the eled and
Mr. Smart aud scattered cordwood,
crossbars and pieces of harness for two
miles in a mad, terror-stricken stam
pede.
The moose watched their progress
until out of sight. He waB last seen
scratching his back cn a corner of W il
bur Gray’ s slaughter house which was
shaking on its foundations.
And all this happened within less
than two miles of Old Town City HallNo one with petitions to the legislature
for increased protection for moose oan
be assured of Mr. Smart’ s hearty sup
port just at this time.—Bangor News.
Gentlewomen A re Economicai.
American wives of British peers aro
usually considered to be as extravagant
as they are rich. This is far from being
the case. Lady Curzon cannot tolerata
needless waste. The young duchess o f
Marlborough is another careful house
keeper, and every morning goes through
the estate’s accounts and checks the'—
Bhe Is said to have a thorough knowl
edge of bookkeeping.

j
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“COW MOOSE” WITH LONG TAIL

streams and so make his way out to
some of the settlements.
Next morning before leaving camp we
Katahdiu Region the Scene ot
pinned a note on the outside of the tent
Successful Hunting T rip.
addressed to “ The Swamp Angel” telli: g him if he returned to camp during
The “ Angel” Lost but Found the day to fire the signal so we would
know he had turned up safe and sound.
Again and Alive.
Along about 10 o’ clock in the forenoon,
(H
E . G l i d d e n .)
just as Arck.e and I were diessing off a
Our party for 1904 was mac!e up of
doe he had shot, we heard five shots off
Harry and Archie Simpson, Frank Wig- in the direction of camp and we loaded
giesworth and the writer.
We left the doe onto our shoulders aud lit out
W aterville on the 1.40 train Monday to see if the Angel bad come through
morning, Oct. 17, arrived in Bangor in
unscathed. When we got down within
time for breakfast and were at the Ka- sight of the tent there stood the Angel
tahdin Iron Works five hours later. We
in the yard and a sorrier looking niiurod
were met at the station in this quiet
it would be hard to imagine; his red
little village, which by the way is loca
hunting shirt in tatters, a huge strip of
ted in the midst of one of the finest court plaster over his left eye and the
game and fishiDg regions of the state
crown of his cap gone, but there was no
by Landlord McDougal of the Silver
person in existence just at that time we
Lake Hotel and escorted over to that
had rather have seen than him. The
famous hostelry, where we
partook account of his remarkable experiences
o f a deliciom dinner prepared for our
can be better told in his own words,
especial indulgence. Even now fresh which we listened to with great inter
In our minds is the memory of the en
est around the camp fire that evening:
joyment and satisfaction of that dinner;
“ A fter
leaving
oamp Wednesday
half starved, a jolly good party and the morning I thought I would go up the
anticipation of a two weeks' trip.
stream about a mile and then strike over
| It Is a del ghtful scene that meets onto a birch rid g. where I had started a
one's view from the north end of this big buck the day before. I had gone
dining room. On one side can be seen perhaps a hundred rods from camp and
beautiful Silver lake, which comes up
was making my way up over the bank
nearly to the basement of the piazza and
near a small stream when I heard a tre
on the other Old Horseback and the mendous crash in the brush up ahead of
connecting chain of mountains stretch
me and scrambling up over the knoll I
away as far as the eye can reach, while
caught sight of an animal about nine
off to the north Chairback raises its
feet high, and twice as long shooting
•ummit of peculiar formation as a bea
down through the trees toward the
con to the weary woodsman.
brook and when it got down beside the
W hile we were thus employed our water it stopped and began to switch
boxes, camping outfit, etc., were being
its tail, which I should judge was more
loaded onto a heavy buckboard and af
than three feet long; I made up my
ter donning our woods clothes we set off
mind at once that it was a cow moose(?)
behind a pair of sturdy woods horses
so did not shoot at it and it finally
lo r our old camping grounds away in on
crossed the stream and disappeared in
the head waters of Middle branch. This the woods beyond.
road leading in is a very fair example of
“ I kept on up the stream and crossed
the roads of northern Maine (woods
over onto the ridge where 1 started a
roads of course) a great deal more en
buck and doe and firing wounded the
joyment in walking than riding. We j
! buck; I followed his trail down into a
got in to the camp ground about 3
swamp and across onto another ridge
o’ clock and after getting our driver
where I lost all track of him. I was
itarted on his return trip, we proceeded
then as I knew a long distance from the
to set up our tent and make ourselves
stream and as it was getting late in the
comfortable for our stay.
afternoon I headed as I supposed to
W e retired early and the next morn
ward camp, but had not gone far when I
ing after a hearty breakfast of fried
found myself in the midst of a great
partridge and potatoes roasted in the
swamp with nothing but dead juniper
coals over night we started off in differ
trees for miles around and the farther
ent directions for a day of exploration.
I got the worse it got until finally I was
I laid my course over in toward Ebeeme
up to my knees in mud and water. How
mountain, wbere in past years I had
I got through and onto the other side I
found game very abundant, and this day
never knew, but when I did get out I
presented very good prospects as when
came to the conclusion that I was lost
I returned to camp I had seen twelve
in dead earnest, but I struck out and
deer and Harry and Archie reported
after half an hour’ s brisk tramping
about the game number. The condi
came onto an old tote road. It was fa t
tions just at this time were rather bad,
growing dark and as I had an idea
it being very dry and consequently
where this road came out I hit the pike
noisy.
a n ' after another two hours’ good stiff
The next day, Wednesday, proved to
traveling came out just where I least
be a record breaker for Frank (the
expected to, on the old Brownville-KaSwamp Angel) as this was his first trip ;
tahdin Iron Works road a out three
into thd big woods and he naturally had
miles Jown from the Works and to say
the usual experience of a novice. It
I was a happy boy when I really found
had rained quite heavily during the
out where I wag and saw the glimmer
night, bat Wednesday morning dawned
of lights from houses at the little v il
clear aud crisp with every prospect of a
lage would be putting it altogether too
favorable day in the woods. W e were
mildly and 1 lost no t me in getting
up betimes and made preparations for
down to the hotel where you can bet I
an early start and after many directions
stayed for the rest of the night.”
and warnings to the Angel from other
A fter a few day's’ rest the Angel fully
members of the party who bad been
recovered
from the effects of his wan
there before, we all left cam,) for our
derings, but thereafter he was very care
first real day’s hunt.
The writer followed the old tote road ful to tuck a little compass into his vest
down to the dam about a mile below pocket before venturing afield.
The hunting for the next few days
camp >nd then struck off again toward
the mountain. I had gone perhaps 20 was poor owing to the dryness of the
yards from the dam when I jumped a leaves, but during the follow ing Sunday
bunch of five deer, two bucks and three righ t it rained heavily and Monday
does; they were all lying down on top of morning dawned an ideal one for still
a knoll surrounded by a growth of low hunting. We were all up early aod by
spruce and firs and 1 was actually with daybreak were ready to commence busi
in 40 feet of them before they scented ness. Harry and the writer decided to
danger or I bad the least idea ..here was go up to Middle branch pond abont five
a deer within a mile of me. I took one miles from camp and work down through
lightning shot as they dropped down the swamp on the north side of the pond
behind the hill, but the only response where we had seen plenty of moose
was the goodby wave of a big white signs a day or two previous. On the
tad. I returned to camp early in the way up we started several deer and got
day and found Harry and Archie already separated but the writer kept on toward
there with a good sized spike horn that the pond and came out on the east side
Harry had shot early in the morning near some old camps.
I will never forget the picture that
just back of the camp.
presented itself as I stepped out onto a
By the time we had supper cleared big rock in the edge of the water; it was
away, wood cut for the night, etc., it one of those beautiful, languid, Indian
was growing dark and we began to get summer days that come so often in midaomewhat anxious about the Angel, who October. There was soaroely a ripple
had not turned up. W e had previously on the lake or the rustle of a leaf on
arranged a signal of shots in oase any of shore; far out in the oenter of the lake a
the boys should get lost. We waited loon oalled plaintively to its mate and
around until it began to get really dark, off in a little nearby cove a flock of wild
but we saw nor heard nothing of him, ducks were disporting themselves in the
•o Harry and Archie shouldered their warm sun; farther away to the south
guns and went up the o i l tote road to  east the hazy top of old Ebeeme could
ward the mountain and fired the signal, be plainly seen and to the north Horse
bnt they got no response. They re back loomed up in majestic splendor.
turned again to oamp and we made up It was indeed beautiful, but while I
our minds that the Angel was in for a stood drinking in this grand view, the
lonely night’ s virgll in the woods, but remembrance of my promise of the
as it was quite a warm moonlight night morning that we should have venisou of
we did not wo*ry very mnch about him my own killing for breakfast next day
as we were pretty sure if he was not returned to my mind and I struck off
hart he woald strike one of the many I toward the mountain.
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“ I have made no purchase as yet, but
9 Price 25 cts.
I am about to buy a Maine township,
surround it with a tall wire fence and
fill it up with buffalo, elk, caribou,
D is c lo s in g the b a u n ls and h a b its
moose, reindeer aud other big animals,
o f the popular sport in? fishes, and
the favorite b aits, rods and taclde
and then present it to the state as a
o f the ex p e rt a n g le r.
g a x e park for the perpetual use o f the
public.
“ By making it a condition that the
park shall bear my name, I can manage
to cheat oblivion and Lave people speak
of me with gratitude for perhaps a thou
sand years to come.
“ The actual cost of fi ting such a park ,
is small when compared with endowing |
a college or equipping a hospital ward, j
I find I can buy a whole Maine township
located on rocky land that is well wa
tered for 50 cents an acre, or for $11,750
A iA iN fc W O O D S ,
for the enire 144 quarter sections. I
Phillis,
.
flaine.
c o u iin o td o this if the township was
clad with timber, but by taking land
that has been cu tover of late aud is now
M A P S .
coming up to young trees —forming an
ideal spot for wild animals to liv e —I
M a in e
W oods
has frequent en
can get all the land I want for 50 cents
quiries
for
maps
of
the fishing re
an acre. I ,can
fence the 24 miles
gions of the state e‘c., and we can
around the township with barbed wire
furnish the following Maine M aps:
that is ten feet high with ten strands of
Rangeley and Megantic districts, 25c
wire to a length of fencing for less than
Rangeley and Megantic districts,
$2,500.
very large,
50c
“ If I am going to stock the preserve
Moosehead
and
Aroostook
disheavily at the start, the expense will be
50c
comparatively heavy—something like i.T.E tricts,
$1 ,000—but by making small purchases Millinocket and Munsungan lakes,
at first and protecting the herds until
$1.00
they multiply, I can do the work much Maine, Northern, for sportsmen
cheaper. I can hire all the good men I
and lumbermen,
25c
want for $1 a day, or $365 a year and by Franklin County,
50c
expending $1000 a year I can employ
Oxford County,
50c
three men who will do all the work re
Somerset
County,
50c
quired and improve the condition of the
50c
park so much that they will more than Aroostook County,
Piscataquis County,
50c
pay me back wbat I put out.
t;oc
“ Inside of five years from the time I Washington County,
have started on my plans I can Bell snr- , Outline map of Maine, 30x36 in. $1.00
TO B U Y A TOWN FOR A PARK
35c
plus wood and timber enough from the ^Geological map of Maine,
35c
township to return more than five per |R. R. map of Maine,
New Yorker Who Thinks Animal
30c
cent on my investment and in ten years ( U. S. map, size 18x29,
Androscoggin
county,
35c
Preserve Would Do Good.
I he wild animals will have increased in
35c
“ The chief object I had in comiDg to numbers so rapidly under protection that ( Cumberland county,
50c
the Maine woods this fall,” said a I can sell off my surplus stock to other |Hancock County,
33c
wealthy citizen of N ew York, who has narks for such a profit that the money I Kennebec County,
33c
spent three weeks in hunting near the have expended w ill give me immense Knox County,
base of Mt. Katahdin, “ was to gain an dividends—from 25 to 50 per cent a Lincoln and Sagadhoc Counties, 35c
Penobscott County,
30c
earthly immortality.
year. On my death the park and its
Waldo County,
33c
“ Of course I was willing to take my contents will go as a free g ift to the
York County,
33c
two deer and one moose and 25 par state on the condition that it shall bear
tridges that the law permits me to kill, my name. The large animals that once
L O T T E D T IM BE R LA N D S.
and I was not averse to the exercise and inhabited this continent will then be
the free life in the woods that come extinct or nearly so aud the income from Aroostook County, section plans
Nos. 3, qand 5, from Grand
with every outing, but I can assure you the products of the park -anim al and
Lake to Fort Kent,
30c
that none of these objects would have vegetable -w ill be so great that the
Hancock
County,
section
plan
lured me away from home and business state can keep up the preserve from lta
No. 2,
50c
had I not wished to do something that
*n earnings and have thousands of dol
Penobscot
County,
section
plans
would cause my name to be spoken of lars to spare every year.
Nos. 3 and 4,
$1.00
long after I was dead.
“ The whole plan has been worked out
Piscataquis
County,
section
plans
Can you guess my object now? Well iu my head, even to the smallest detail.
Nos. 1, 3 and 6,
$*'2$
I will tell you. I have traveled hun The study of nature, which is now a fad
Somerset Count)', section plan
dreds of miles on foot, in canoe and by in many of our schools, will be taken up
* No. 6, and Franklin Co. map,
rail to find a township of wild land that iu a systematic manner within the next |
$1.00
I could stock with wild animals.
25 years. By that time wild animals ( Washington County, section plan
“ In the nature of things I cannot live will bo so scarce that students will v is it ,
N'>s. 2 and 3,
$i.oc
many years, I have more money at my my park in great numbers every aeason. j
Oxford County section, see Ox
command than I can use, A ll my blood Painters of animals will take the trip
ford county map
30c
kin are in such comfortable circum for the purpose of making studies from '
Postage paid upon .receipt of price
stances that any addition to
their wild life and in a short time the state
M A IN E W O ODS, Phillsps, Maine
incomes might tempt them to follow w ill have to put up a hotel to hold the
vicious courses.
guests who will want to commune with,
“ So many persons have made d jna- the creatures that were plentiful in the
tions to colleges and hospitals and have days of ti e early settlers. As a method j
SHOOTING
founded libraries and established free of cheating oblivion I think my way is ACCIDENTAL
baths and done other worthy things cheaper and better than building marble [
IN T H E G A M E S E A S O N .
that it is hard to find a new way of tornos or endowing sobools or libraries.
gaining personal advertising by putting — Oxford County Advertiter.
BV JOHN FRANCIS SPR AG U E .
out money, unless one has millions to
giveaw ay
I have thought upon the
subject ever since I was hunting in
The best treatise on this subject
A Guaranteed Cure For Piles.
Maine two years ago and I think I have
Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protuding Pile that has ever been published. A
hit upon an idea that is out of the usual rour duggist w ill refund money If Pazo Oint neat and attractive booklet.
Sent
le n t fails to cure you iu 6 to 14 days. 50 ct
to any address for 20c. Address
course.
“ The real object that brought me
M a i n e W o o d s , Phillips, Maine.
here was to have my name attached to a
MAINE WOODS
patch of real estate and to connect my
name with some act that should make
The Fish and Game authority o f
succeeding generations feel grateful to
all North Maine.
.oo a year.
me for wbat I bad done.

I had gone perhaps a hundred rods
from the lake and was making my way
carefully down through a long run when
I caught a glimpse of some moving
object coraiDg up out of the swamp di
rectly toward me, but too far away for a
shot so I dodged in behind a fallen tree
and had no more than got out of sig t
before a handsome buck stepped into
view and proceeded to make short work
of a small maple tree that stood in bis
path, but just then my 38-55 Winchester
spoke out aud his buckship fell never to
rise again. He was a beauty with six
points aud after dressing him off I
spotted a line out to the stream and
went to camp, where I found the rest of
the boys already assembled discussing
the possibility of getting three big ones
into camp that had fallen before their
rifles during the day.
The Swamp
Angel had shot his first deer, a fine 180pound doe, which amply made up for
his previous rather woeful experiences
Harry’ s doe was the largest ever taken
out of that section, weighing upwards
of 225 pounds and it took us the greater
part of the next two days to get them
into camp.
W e were very well satisfied with our
success in the big game line and so
passed the remainder of our stay after
partridges which were very numerous
and tame. Early Saturday morning our
driver came in for us and at 10 o’ clock
we were back again at the hotel at the
Iron Works and after baths and a gen
eral cleaning up we boarded the train
back to civilization aud home, where we
arrived feeling like new beings, well
able to cope with life ’ s duties until an
other fall shall have rolled around and
we can again spread our tent on the old
camp ground.

THE ANGLERS
ANNUAL.

j

SPORT
- INDEED
SBY

THOMAS MARTINDALE.
A graphic description of camp life

AMERICAN w a x
PEDOMETERS YOU.
100 -M ile

Pedom
eter

Carried like a
10-MIle
Watch Regulates Pedomto step of wearer
eter -$1

Number on dial represent miles. Hand points out
' ! number of miles walked. Case of handsome nickel.
II you play golf or hunt, walk for business or pleasure
*! — in search of health or for recreation, the w alking Is
ji made doubly interesting by carrying a Pedom eter. A t
S your dealer or by mail on receipt of price.
aranteed. W rite for booklet.

O

in Maine, finely illustrated from
photographs by the author.
A book every woods lover should
have.

additional.
£2.50.

ey Building,

-

New Haven, Conn.

PhUlfoa,

Postage 14c

With M a s s

W oods

Address
M A IN E

s American Pedometer Co.,

ktr’i ’X.'., — . •___

Price $i.Sc,
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A NEW “ PETERS” MAN.
0 . M. Wheeler

TRANSPORTATION.

TRANSPORTATION.

TIM E •TA B LE .

THE PHILLIPS & RANGELEY

Forsakes Press

For the Cartridge.

SAND/ RIVER R. R.

Is a W ell Known Authority in

Monday, December 19, 1904.

AND

EUSTIS RAILROADS.

the State oil Shooting.
Mr. G. M. Wheeler, the New England
representative of the Peters Cartridge
company, is an eutlmsiast over shot t
ing. lie attends all the big meets p
the country possible and l as met all t ie
orack shots. Recently ho attended the
first annual open meeting of the New
York State Rifle association, an organi
zation with aims similar to those of the
National
Rifle
association, held at
Oreedmoor, N Y., during the week fol
lowing the Sea Girt meeting. Both of
these competitions were well attended,
many of the best known rifle men of the
country being present.
Tliere was
great rivalvy among the various iadivid
uals aud teams, and many splendid
scores were made. These two meeting*
demonstrated the great improvement
that has recently been made in high
power ammunition by American manu
facturers, and proved conclusively the
superiority
of
Peters
cartridges
which w a s
of course very pleas
ing to Mr. Wheeler.
This is what the Maine Sportsman
says of Mr. Wheeler, whose cut appears
below.

Time-Table December 10,1904.
Only All.Rail Route to Rangeley. Th.a
Shortest, Quickest and Easiest Route to all
pointeidthe Dead River Region, Stratton
and Eustis giving ample Vine tor Dinner 01
Supper at Greenes Farm.
Farmington.......
11 00 12 10 i 40
EAST
So. Strong,........
A, M. r. M. A. M.
Wo. 1 No. 8 Wo. •
Strong................ . . a i P . M. P. M.
Boston, E Div,
12 05 12 42 5 10
Lv
9 M
“
W Div,
Phillip s,...........
8M
12 30
1 00 5 30
A. M. P, M.
Portland,
8 30
12 5#
P. M.
T r ’n2 T r ’u 4 T r ’n 6
Farmington,
11 00 12 10 4 44
Sout h.
A . M. A. M. P. M.
Phillips, ar
hi 30 1 00 5 M
Phillips, lv
2 00
Madrid,
2 30
Madrid Junolion,
*
Phillips,........... ..lv 7 30 8 30 1 30
2 32
Reed’s Mill,
2 40
Sander’s Mill,
Strong................
2 60
7 50
9 10 1 50
Redington,
3 20
Eustis Junction, lv
So. Strong,........
3 40
Greene’s Farm, at
4 20
Dead River Station, lv
Farmington,.....
820 10 00 2 20
3 46
Range’ ey, ar
4 00
WEST
WE3TON LEWIS, Pres.
F. N. BEAL. Supt.
A l l . A. M. A. M.
No. 2 Wo. 4 Wo. •
Rangeley, lv
8N
De aa River,
• II
Greene’s Farm,
I
41
Eustis Junction, ar,
•M
Shortest and easiest route to Eustis and the Redington, lv,
9
44
•Sander’s Mill,
Dead River region.
10 M
•Reed’s Mill,
10 If
•Madrid Junction,
T I M E - T A B L B ,
M 88
•Madrid,
If
28
Phillips, ar,
U M
In Effect December 19, 1904.

No rth.

FRANKLIN &MEGANTIC PY.

A prom inent S ou th ern lady, M rs.
B la n ch a rd , o f N a sh ville , T e n n ., tells how
she w as cured o f backache, dizziness, pain 
ful an d irregu lar p erio d s b y the use of
Lydia E* PinkhanVs Vegetable Compound*
wD ear Mrs. P inkham : — Gratitude compels me to acknowledge the
great merit of your Vegetable Compound. I nave suffered for four years
with irregular and painful menstruation, also dizziness, pains in the back
and lower limbs, and fitful sleep. I dreaded the time to come which
would only mean suffering to me.
“ Better health is all I wanted, and cure if possible. Lydia E. Pinkham ’s V egetable Compound, brought me health and happiness in a
few short months. I feel like another person now. My aches and pains
have left me. Life seems new and sweet to me, and everything seems
pleasant and easy.
“ Six bottles brought me health, and was worth more than months
under the doctor’s care, which really did not benefit me at all. I am sat
isfied there is no medicine so good for sick women as your Vegetable
Compound, and I advocate it to my lady friends in need of medical
help.’ — Mas. B. A. Blanchard, 422 Broad St., Kaehville, Term.

“ It Is always a shock of the fratern
ity when one. boldi r perhaps than ! is
colleagues, or tired of the thankless
bread-and-water diet vouchsafed to the
conscientious editor or printer, forsakes
the fascinations of the editorial sanctum
or of the smooth running and nerve try
ing printing press for more lucrative
walks of mercantile life.
That is how the letter from Gilbeit
Wheeler, the happy go lucky “ Gil"’ of
the Brunswick club, who has ever been
the center of shootiug activities in IDs
town, gave the editor (who sees no such
happy luck in store for himself that he
may in turn shock o.hers) a severely
“ bad turn” in announcing,that the press
and the “ devil” were, to dominate b m
no more, but that he had sundered thufe
galling bonds of serfdom to go on the
road for the Peters Cartridge Co., of
which T. Haze Keller, Jr., has been tin
Bhining light In Maine during the pre*
ent shootiug season. In fact, it would
not be surprising if Mr. Keller were
largely responsible for tnis change in
base, since he has been closely attaohed
to the Coliege Town ever since his early
visit there, aud.he was undoubtedly im
pressed with the possibilities in ener
getic “ G il” as a good shot at the traps
aud an equally good shot with the Peters
cartridges am mg those who ought to
sell them.
This adoption by the Peters Cartridge
Co. of a M vine boy will without doubt
increase the use of these goods id this
state, while for a corresponding increase
beyond the company will undoubtedly
look to see some of Gilbert’s everlasting
energy accompi sh, with the aid of his
perennial good nature aud persistent
hammering at the good points of his
goods over those of the nearest com
petitor, in those states where he is not
so well known, and such a prime favorite
as he is in the good state of Maine.
While Friend Wheeler has not intimat
ed whether he is to remain in the state
or not, in the interests of his new em
ployers, his suggestion that he “ hopes
to Bhoot often with the boys” at Bangor
gives reason for the hope that he is to
be a visitant, at least during the present
season.
One of the incontrovertible argu
ments for the “ Peters” cartridges this
season has been the uniform success
which Mr. Keller .has had with them
before the traps, and with such a good
Bhot to seoond and continue this good
work, so well begun, Maine will soon
echo from Klttery to Caribou and even
Ft. Kent, with the reports of all sorts of
loads in cartridges made by the Peters
Cartridge Co., of Cincinnati Ohio, and

Tr’n l Tr’n3 Tr’n B
A. M. A . M P . V

W han w om en are tro u b led w ith irre g u la r, suppressed or painful m enstru a
tion, w eakn ess, leu corrhoea, disp lacem en t o r u lce ra tio n of the w om b, th a t
b earin g-d o w n fe e lin g , in flam m ation of the ovaries, backache, b lo a tin g (or
A atalence), g e n e ra l d e b ility , in d igestio n , and n ervous p rostration , o r are Deset
w ith such sym p to m s as dizziness, fain tn ess, laasitude, e x c it a b ilit y , ir r ita b ility , nervousness,
sleeplessness,
m elan ch o ly,
“ all-gone ” and
“ w an t-to -b e-left-alo n e ” fe e lin g s, blues and
hopelessness, th ey should rem em ber there is one
tried and tru e rem edy. L ydia E . Pinkham*!
V egetable Compound a t once removes suoh
tro u bles. R efuse to buy an y o th er m edicine, for
y o u need the best.

A Severe Case of Womb Trouble Cured
in Philadelphia.
“ D ear Mrs. P i n k h a m : — I have been
cured of severe female troubles by
the use of Lydia E. Pinkham*!
Vegetable C o m p o u n d . I was
nearly ready to give up, but seeing
your advertisement I purchased one bottle
of yonr medicine, and it did me so much
ood that I purchased another, and the result was so satisfactory that I
ought six more bottles, and am now feeling like a new woman. I shall
never be without it. I hope that my testimonial will convince women
that your Vegetable Compound is the greatest medicine in the world
for falling of the womb or any other female complaints.” — M r s . M a t
Cody, 2660 Birch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Rem em ber, every wom an is cordially invited to w rite to Mrs.
P in k h a m if there is anything about her symptoms she does not
Understand. H er a-ddress is Lynn, Mass., her advice is free and
ch e e rfu lly given to every a ilin g woman who asks fo r it.

f

long may Gilbert M. Wheeler hold np
their banner as the best. Manager T.
H. K ellar Sr., is to be complimented on
his ability to recognize a good thing
when he sees it, and he ha3 oertainly
landed a prize this time.

SOLD FOR $2,000.
The Maine Log Cabin at St. Lonis
Brought This Price.
E. E. Piiilbrook of Portland, who had
charge of the Maine exhibit at the St.
Louis exposition was in Bangor recently
and spoke interestingly of the great
world’s fair and of the success of the
Maine exhibit. The exhibitors in the
Maine building had great luck in get
ting rid of their goods and in almost
every case the articles were sold for
large sums. The large exhibit of the S.
L. Crosby Co., taxidermists, which was
sent from the firm’ s establishment in
Bangor, was sold by Mr. Philbrook aud
the magnificent specimens of mounted
game have been scattered to grace
sportsmen’ s dens and clubhouses all
over the country.
As has been previously reported the
Maine building was sold for $2,C00. The
building was purchased by a hunting
club composed mostly of millionaires
and w ill be set up about 30 miles from
St. Louis and used as a bunting lodge
for which purpose it is most admirably
adapted. The immense log oabin will
be preserved in all its rustic detail.
I Many of t h e handsome decorations
which made it so attractive to visitors
to the exposition and a source of pride

to people from Maine were purchased
by members of the club.
The purchase price o f the Maine
building, $2,000, does not seem large
when the cost of building the great leg
c bin and transposing it to St. Louis is
considered, but when it is also taken in
to consideration that the other tuildings
at the exposition, constructed at a cost
of more than $50,000,000 brought only a
paltry half a million dollars when sold,
it will be recognized that the price
brought by the Maine cabin was com
paratively large. Other buildings were
sold for half the cost of the plumbing in
them, but the good old pine and spruce
logs in the Maine cabin represented a
means of possible enjoyment to the mi lionaires and like everythimg in the line
of sport, it brought a good price.— Ban
gor Commercial.

T o ("ore a Cold In One Day
Sake Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets All
druggists refund the money If It falls to cure
W. W. Grove’s signature is on each box. 2“c.

MONEY
F O R YOU,

This Outfit

w ill ea rn a n y |
m a n fr o m , $10 to $15
each d a y c le a r o f e x 
pen ses doing work for his
Catalogue
neighbors, besides his own. I f
Free.
you need power for farm, fac- _
,,
.
tory or workshop, you need one o f our Gasoline Engines
Portable or stationary, horizontal and vertical engines, all
sizes. A M R E I C A N C A S O L I N E E N G . C O ., )

232 K ennebec St., : : Portland, M aine

SOUTH.
am
PM
Bigelow, lv
11 00 2 00
Carrabassett,
11 20 2 26
ar
11 45 3 00
Klngfleld
AM A M PM
. lv
7 00 7 0612 60
*N. Freeman, lv
7 06
12 66
•Mt. Abram Jet., lv
7 36
Salem,
7 20 7 45 1 10
♦Summit, lv
7 22 8 35
112
*W. Freeman, lv
7 36
1 26
Strong, ar
7 45 9 06
136
NORTH.
AM
AM PM
Strong, lv
8 15 10 00 6 12
*W. Freeman, lv
8 25
5 17
•Summit, lv
8 35 10 30
627
Salem,
8 40 10 36
536
•Mt. Abram Jet., lv 8 45 1040
•No. Freeman, lv
8 50
6 45
( ar
9 CO 11 30 5 65
Klngfleld, I
pm
( lv
9 15 12 00
Carrabassett,
9 45 12 36
Bigelow, ar
10 16 1 06
•Flag stations. Trains stop on notice to
conductor. jMixed trains.
Close connection is made at Strong with
trains to and from Phillips, Farmington, Port
land and Boston.
Stage connection at Bigelow for Stratton
and Eustis, at Carrabasset for Flagstaff and
Dead River.
GEO. M. VOSE. SUPERINTENDENT.

•i

The

Time-table of the

P . M.
Phillips, lv,
7 30
8 80
1 81
Farmington,
8 20 10 00
8 81
Portland,
12 20
6
48
Boston, E Div, ar
I 06
W Div, ar
4 06
The American Express Co. tr„,lrrau,
ness at ail points on line of Phillips A
ley railroad.
•Flag Stations.
tStage connections for Stratton and Bus tta
and ail points In the Dead River region.
The above table shows the time that trains
may be expected to arrive and depart from
the several stations but is not guaranteed.
Subject to change and correction wlthont
notice.
F l e t c h e r P o p e , General Manager.
D. F. F ie l d , Gen. Pass. & Ticket Agt.

PORTLAND & RUMFORD FALLS RY
. In Effect October 10,1904.
Trains leave Oquossoc for Rumford
Falls, Lewiston, Portland and
' Boston,
g 50
Trains due to arrive at Oquossoc from
Boston. Portland, Lewiston and
Rumford Falls,
6.28 p m
Through Parlor Cars between Portland and
Oquossoc during the Tourist Season.
Trains run dally except Sunday.
R. C. Br ad f o r d , Traffic Man., Portland, M a,
E. L. L ove j o t . Supt., Rumford, Falls, Me.

Rangeley Lakes Steamboat

BANGOR l AROOSTOOK R. R.

Company will appear in this

Arrangement o f Trains.
IN EFFECT MONDAY, OCT. 10, 1904.

space early in May.
H

H

P u l l m a n Ca b S b b v i o b .

FIELD , Gen Man

Pullman Buffet Parlor Cars between Carl,
bou and Bangor on train leaving Caribon at
5.00 a m and Bangor at 3.15 p m. SleeDinc
Car on train leaving Caribou 4.10 d m. and
* ’
> Bangor 3.56 a m.
TRAINS LEAVE BANGOR.

Phillips, Maine.

First-Glass Liverv.
We have everything in the livery
l.ne that is needed. The stable has
been enlarged and newly equipped
throughout.
Experienced drivers
will take parties when desired.

P. Richardson & Co

3.65 A. M— For and arriving at Mlllinocket.
6.40 a. m., Houlton, 8.50 a. m., Presane
10.32 a. m., Fort Fairfield, 1L00 a. m.. Caribou!
11.00 a. m. Van Buren 12.40 p m.
—- —I
7.00 A M.—For and arriving at BrownvUie.
9.01 a m, Katahdln Iron Works 9.80 a m, M illlnocket 10.26 a m, Patten 11.50 a m,Ashland 2 15
p m, Fort Kent 4.15 p m, Houlton 18.66 p in.
Presque isle 2.46 p n. Caribou 3.16, p m van
Buren 5 40 p m, Fort Fairfield 3.06 p m, lim e 
stone 4.10 pm, Dove* 9.17 a m, Guilford 9 41
a m, Monson 10.15 a m..Greenville 10 66 am .
Kineo 1.C0 p. m. fe—
1-3.15 P M.—For and arriving at BrownvUie
4.48 p m, Mlllinocket 6.C3 p m. Sherman 6 64
p m, Patten 7.25 p m, Houlton 815 p m. Mars
Hill and Blaine 9 25p nr, Presque Isle 9.57 o
m, Caribou 10.26 p m, Foit Fairfield 10.16 p m.
4.50 P M.—For and arriving at Lagrange 6 10
p m, Milo 6.35 p m. Brownvific 6.45 p m Dover
anc. Foxcroft 7.(3 pm , Guilford 7.26 p m,
Greenville 3.40 p m, Quebec 1.15 p m, Mon
treal 8.35 a m.

Rangeley, Maine.

Printing Talk
W e are constantly making esti
mates for printing of various kinds.
The result is that we get our sha? e of
the big jobs as well as the small,
and we have grown to feel that noth
ing is too large for us to print. We
like to get up small business cards.
Big catalogues are also in our line,
in fact big or little, anything that can
be printed by anybody anywhere,
can be done right here. There are
many reasons why the people who
read this should have] us do their
work.
T. W. B R A C K E T T C O .,
Maine.

Phillips,

Send Sixty Ct3
for (stamps taken)
a beautiful Trout
Fly Watch Charm
A perfect trout fly
enclosed between
glass crystals and
surrounded
by
gold band,guaran
teed, interchange
able. You can In
sert any fly you

_________

A R R IV A L S

9 25 AM . Leaving Montreal 7.25 pm , Que
bec 3.00 p m, Greenville 5.35 a m, Guilford S.44
a m, Dover 7.02 a m, BrownvUie 7.20 a m, MUo
7.30 am.
1.00 P M. Leave Caribou 6.00 a m, Presque
Isle 6.2 a m, Fort Fairfield 6.f0 a m, Houlton
8.05 am . Ashland 6.50 am , Patten 8 50 a m,
Millinocket 10.16 a m, BrownvUie 11.25 a m.
MUo 11 34 a m.
’
7.25 P M.—Leaving Kineo 1.2Q pm , GreenviUe 3.40 p in Monsor 3.35 p m, Guilford 4 88
p m, Di ver 5 08 p m, Limestone 9,50 a m. Van
Buren 9.25 a m, Caribou 11 40 p m, Presque Isle
12 11 p m, Fort Fairfield 11.35 a m. Houlton 2.00
pm Fort Kent 10 40 am, Ashland 12.45 pm .
Patten 2 50 pm , Sherman 3 27pm, Mlllinocket
4 20 pm , BrownvUie 5.33p m, Milo 5.43 p m,
Lagrange 6.10 p m.
11.45 PM . Leaving Vau Buren 2.30 p m, Car
ibou 4.10 p m, Fort Fairfield 4.15 p m Presque
Isle 4.38 p m, Houlton 6.20 p m, Mlllinocket 8.43
p m.
C. C. BROWN,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent.
GEO. M. HOUGHTON,
General Manager.
Bangor, Me., October 8,1904.

I f youiwaiit to know
where to get good

HUNTING
or desire circulars, de
scriptive matter or infor
mation regarding Hotels
or Camps in MAINE’S
HUNTING or FISHING
REGIONS, address
MAINE WOODS INFORMA
TION BUREAU,

wish.

MAINE WOODS,
Phillips, Me.

Phillins.

•

-

Maine

M AINE
STO RIES OF T H E MOOSE.
Characteristics o f the Animal from
Birth to Death.
Now and then, in wanderings through
the mountain and forest, one comes up
on a gigantic blackish-brown deer,
which by reason of the great length of
its yellowish gray legs, stands higher
than a tall horse. It is clothed in coarse
bristly hair, longest on the nsck and
shoulders, and it has a rather ugly over
hanging nose, which distinguishes it at
once from all other kinds of deer.
From the throat of the male hangs a
long hair-covered appendage known as
the “ bell,” and in the fall and winter he
has also a pair of wide-spreading antlers
▼ery heavy and mucl flattened or “ plamated.” He stalks the forest through
undergrowth and over fallen trunks
like a king of giants, or, if alarmed, he
speeds away at an amazingly swift
swinging trot, and with a crashing
which resembles the sound of falling
trees.
Such is the moose, the largest
of all deer, living or extinct.
The moose is chiefly an animal of the
northern woods, the southern lim it of
Its range being the head of Green river,
Wyoming. It is also found in northern
Maine, New Brunswick, Southern Can
ada, Idaho, British Columbia, Alberta,
Athabasca, Yukon and Alaska. It is
strictly a dweller of the forest seldom
yentaring to treeless plains. It lives
for the most part by browsing on the
leaves, twigs and bark of trees. In or
der to reach the tops of tall saplings,
the moose rears up agiaust them, strad
dling them with his long legs and liter
ally riding them down. He is the fond
est of biroh, hemlock, alder, aspen, wil
low and maple. He also eats mosses
and lichens, but his legs are so long
that when he wishes to eat from the
ground he is obliged to kneel. In sum
mer he frequents the shores of quiet,
tree-bordered lakes aud streams, where
he eats the lily-pads aud splashes him»e lf with water possibly to keep off the
flies.
In May, the “ Cow,” as the female
moose is called, gives birth to a longlegged, ungainly, tawny colored calf, to
protect which the mother will fight any
woodland creature to the death. She
has no antlers, but she can use her great
sharp hoofs with the skill of a prize
fighter, and has been known to ponnd to
death a large black bear, and fairly
trample his body into the ground. The
calf stays with his mother for two or
three years, or until he wanders off to
seek a mate for himself. One day 1 st
summer I came suddenly upon a cow
moose, standing knee deep in a shallow
pond, while from beneath her neck her
grotesque looking calf peered oat at me
with eyes wide open, as if in astonish
ment, I hurried home aud returned with
a camera but when I reached the spot
they were gone.
Like all American deer, the bull moose
sheds and renews his autlers every year.
They become full grown, hard and sharp
about the first of October, the begin
ning of the breeding season. A t this
time of year the bulls are very savage
and not only fight furiously amongthemselves but are apt to attack anything
that comes in their way.
The call of the bull is a long-drawn
bawl, with several loud grunts at the
end.
If there is a cow within hearing
she will auswer with a low cry, and the
bull will come forward to meet her.
Hunters often take advantage of this
fact, and attract the bull by an imita
tion of the call of the cow, executed on
a cone-shaped horn made of birch bark.
Lying concealed on the bank of a lake
or stream they give out the call, and
when the bull comes within range they
shoot him. But as this triok is usually
played at night and as the bull some”
times never gives any warning of his
coming until he is almost on the spot,
the sport is apt to be dangerous. The
bull at such a time is in no mood to be
trifled with and unless the hunter is
cool-headed and a good shot the moose
is not only willing but very able to kill
him aud a dozen like him, if they hap
pen to be on the spot.
Probably the largest moose of which
there is reliable reoord was shot by
Carl Rungius, the animal painter, in
New Brunswick in 1901. This great
beast stood seven feet high at the shoul
ders and the length of its head and body
together was nine feet seven inches.
The Alaskan moose have the largest
antlers and one pair from an animal
shot on the Kenai peninsula has a spread
of seventy eight and a half inches and
has 84 points. With the dry skull to
which they are attached these antlers
weigh
pounds, a weight whiob noth
ing bat an ani n il of gigantic strength
could oarry at top speed over the rough
est ground and through thickly wooded
country.
In the winter, when the snow is deep,
the moose, sometimes several families
together w ill gather in a certain section
of woodland snd be breaking out pates

for themselves over a space of perhaps
several acres, from what is known as a
“ yard,” where if not disturbed, they
will stay for weeks together. But the
moose Is able to travel well at all sea
sons and even in deep snow his long legs
enable him to move at a pace which as
tonishes aDy hunter who tries to run
him down on snowsboes.
A wild, free life is the only on which
a moose can live and thrive. In capti
vity it is much less nervous than most
deer, and is disposed to be gentle and
affectionate.
But as a rule it wili live
but a short time, even if it gets the
same food which it had in its native
woods. It may appear to relish its food
but it will grow to no great size and in a
short time will die of inflammation of
the stomach.
This is one of the noblest wild ani
mal iu the world and it should be giveu
protection throughout its range.
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CAMPS

Aroostook County.
Via Oxbow , M e .
Atkins’s Camps. Famous region for Moose,
deer, and big fish. Write for special small
maps and circular to
W. M. A t k i n s . Oxbow, Me.
Via Ox b o w , M a i n e .

H O T E LS A N D CAMPS.
V ia

Rangeley.

Thoughts Worth Thinking.
How many ever think when in the
woods that there is nothing harmful or
unwholesome about the surroundings?
I am speaking o f such spots as are be
ing camped on for the first time. Water
horn the river or lakes and even that
found standing in pools in the woods is
bound to be wholesome, because there is
nothing that can contaminate it. Many
of us have lived all our lives in town or
cities where the typhoid bacteria might
be in the water. The vegetables or fruit
may have rolled in the dust of a street,
which is composed wholly of animal im
purities. The man occupying a seat di
rectly opposite us in the car may have
lately come from a section infested by
contagious diseases. The dust that blows
from the streets is foul and stifling.
Su h circumstances have caused many
people to legard all water an 1 food with
sus. icion, until it has been inspected by
a board of health
How different is all this in the woods!
The groun l is composed only of decayed
wood and leaves. The trees are covered
with bark which rubs off easily, but
which is as clean as the bare woods.
The cinders trom the fire are not injurious
to the flavor of coffee or food into which
they may fall. No malaria results from
lying on the damp ground at night time.
The brooks come from springs far up in
the mountains and in their jo.irney have
drained only other springs. Passing
near no farmyards or dwellings, they are
as pure and harmless as if ster lized.
It is little wonder though, that many
sportsmen cannot readily come to a
thorough understanding regarding this
matter and allow their minds to be wholly
at ease when in the woods

_

York’s Camps, Loon Lake. Ten Ponds. Trout,

Salmon, Birds, Deer, Canoeing, Bathing, etc.
A postal brings illustrated booklet.
J. L e w is Y o r k , Prop.,
Rangeley, Me.

Kennebec County.
Be l g r a d e L a k e s , M e .

Spider Lake Camps. Good camps. Unexcelled
trout fishing. Good accommodations. Allegash trips a specialty. Address,
A r b o & L i b b y , Oxbow, Me.

The Belgrade. Best sportsman’s hotel in New
England. Best black bass fishing in the world.
CHAS. A. HILL & SON, Managers.
SO. S M ITH F1K LD , M A IN E .

Franklin County.

North Pond Camps. These camps are m the
region where game abounds. Plenty of good
sport. For particulars address,
Ed w . w . Cl e m e n t , So. Smithfleld, Me.

E u s t is , Ma i n e .
Me r c e r . Ma in e .
Round Mountain Lake Camps. Give us a trial
if you want a fine buck. During the 1903hunt Cottages to Rent on the Belgrade lakes, all
ing season ten (10) licensed hunteis saw over furnished at low rates. Nice sandy beach.
J. L i t t l e f i e l d , Mercer, Me.
two hundred (200) deer in two weeks hunting Address
Telephone Connection.
and picked twenty buck9. Camps open dur
ing December. Warm comfortable cabins.
D ion O. B i a c k w k l l , Mgr.,
Somerset County.
Eustis, Franklin Co., Maine.
New York office, Room 29, 336 Broadway.

J a c k m a n , Me ., P. o .
Ha n g e l e y L a k e s
Camp Bemls, The Birches, The Barker. Write Gerard’s Camps on Little Spsncer Waters of
Big
Spencer Lake. The place to come for
for free circular.
trout and togue. Goad camps, good Rangeley
Ca p t . F. C. B a r k e r . Prop’r, Bemis.
boats, and good trails to all or the outlying
ponds. Good fishing in the big lake in front
of the cabins as soon as the ice goes out. Come
Ra n g e l e y L a k e s , Ma in e .
early and see for yourselves.
T hos . Ge r a r d , Prop*., Jackman, Me.

Washington County.

Mary’s Little Ram

Gr a n d L a k e St r e a m , M b .
The Birches. Come here for your fall hunt
ing.
F r a n k H. b a l l .

O f course you all remember about
the dear little schoolgirl whose mother
was not well “ up” on names and so
called her little daughter just plain
Mary and who had the little white,
Woolly lamb that seemed to insist on
going everywhere M ary chose to go?
Mountain View House is one of the most mod
ern, up to date summer homes in the state of
And how one day, when the lamb Maine.
Its beautiful location at the foot of
wandered into the village school and Rangeley lake on a picturesque cove, gives it
many
attractions,
w hile the best of fishing is
raised such a fuss that there was pret within close proximity.
The boating and
ty sure to be a vacation if things con canoeing is the best on the lake; the drives
are
unsurpassed
for
beautiful
scenery and
tinued. the schoolmaster arrived with the woods around are filled with
delightful
a baseball bat and gently requested his paths.and trails. Croquet and tennis grounds
adjoin the house. The cuisine is of the best;
visitor to “ Shoo?”
fruit, vegetables, fish ana game in their
But you never heard what that lamb season with plenty of milk and cream. Pure
spring water is furnished the house from a
said to himself as he went limping spring
above. Rooms large, well lighted and

New Hampshire.
Ra n g e l e y L a k e s .

Lakeside House, on Unibagog, a most pictur
esque retreat, charming scenery, beautiful
drives, excellent boating, good fishing. Send
for booklet.
E. H. DAVIS, Proprietor, Lakeside, N. H.

CAMP AND HOTEL PRINTING.
There is nothing like arranging for
your printing early.

The season of 1905

w ill be on before we realize it and we

pleasant. Hunters find plenty of deer, par can’ t make a mistake by getting an idea
tridge and woodcock in the woods near by.
I wonder if there was ever a big game
&Send for 1904 booklet to
of bow to lay out next season’ s printing.
L. E. Bo w le y , Mountain View House,
, hunter who has not at some time been
Mountain V iew , Rangeley Lakes, Me. Special prices and special arrangements
Ra n g e l e y l a k e s .

Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the
foot of Bald Mountain in a good fishing and
hunting section. Steamboat accommodations
O. K. Telephone at camps. Two mails daily.
Write for free circular to
A mos El l is , Frop’r, Bald Mountain, Me.
Via F a r m in g t o n .
Clear Water Camps. First - class fishing.
E. G. Ga y , Route I, Farmington, Me.
D ead Riv e r R e g i o n .
Greene’s Farm is headquarters at the entrance
to the Dead River region. Trains run within
less than a quarter or a mile of my house and
are met by my teams. People stopping at my
house over night can take the train, arriving
in Boston at 9 p. m. There are plenty of deer
m this section.
I. W. Gr e e n e , Proprietor, Coplin, Maine.
INTO THE POND HE WENT, HEAD FIRST.

down the road, nursing the spot where
the bat hit him. It was something like
this:
“ You just wait, you mean old thing!
I shan’t always be such, a little, help
less thing. Mother says my horns will
grow some day, and I shall be a fine
ram and can bat with my head. Then
I ’ll watch for you and get even.”
And o f course, as the days went by,
M ary’s little lamb became M ary’s pow
erful ram.
Each day the schoolmaster would
Walk down the road, carrying his lunch
box, and each day Mr. Ram would say
to the little lambkins: “ See him! H e’s
the fellow I told you all about; mean
is dirt. I just wish he’d come over in
this lot just a little minute only.”
Then one day the schoolmaster was
collecting flowers for the botany class
and spied some iris growing at the
edge of the fence and began to pick
the purple flowers. M ary’s ram saw
him. “ Watch me!” he cried to the ad
ju rin g lambkins. Putting his head be
tween his feet, lie started toward the
toaster with an automobile speed. The
master did not see him.
“ Bang!” they came together. Over
the fence went the master, and into the
pond he went, head first.
The master rose, dripping and scared.
“ Excuse me.” said the ram. “ Teach
ers often need to be taught.
Good
tnnrning!” —Pittsburg Dispatch.

St r a t t o n , M a i n e .

Hotel Blanchard. Centrally located In the
Dead River region. Good table and clean
beds. Good livery connected. Parties taken
to any and all camps in this section at reason
able rates. E. H. GROSE, Prop’r., Stratton, Me
P. O. Be a v e r P ond , Me .
Grant’s Camps. The popular resort of the
Rangeleys. Situated at Seven Ponds, 27 miles
from Rangeley village.
Good buckboard
road. Deer are seen daily from camp doors.
Small game i9 abundant. Fishing cannot be
excelled anywhere. First-class accommoda
tions for ladies.
Ed Gr a n t & Sons .
N e a r Ra n g e l e y .
Point Pleasant. Stop and consider. This Is a
nice place to spend a summer vacation. For
rates and particulars correspond with
H i n k l e y & Ro b e r t s , Rangeley, Me.
On P h i l l i p s & Ra n g e l e y Ra il r o a d .

Reding ton Camps and Cottages. Good accom

modations,with best fishing and hunting. One
minute’s walk from Redlngton station. Write
for circular.
J. F. H o u g h , Proprietor,
P. O., Rangeley, Maine.
F a r m in g t o n , M a in e .

Hotel W illow s. Refurnished entire. Excel
lent location. Best possible fire protection,
electric;lights. new steam heat, spring water,
large cool rooms, billiard room. Rooms can
now be engaged for the summer months.
Free carriage to aU trains.
J. R. K e l l e y , Prop’r.
Sk i n n e r , M a i n e .

Log Cabin Retreat.
Finest fishing and deer hunting iu Maine.
Send for circular.
L og Ca b i n R e t r e a t , Skinner, Me.
Ph il l ip s , M a in e .

Phillips Hotel.
Good fishing.

I fooled by a squirrel dropping buds fro:n
W e know , the tall trees
Any one will soon learn
, to recognize the noise made by this joker
what you need for cuts.
' in scampering up and down the trees or
J. W. B r a c k e t t C o .,
|dashing over the dry leaves ; but when it
M a j n k W o o d s , P h illip s, Me
i comes to dropping buds from a tree-top,
the sound caused thereby is very uncer
tain. A t times they may strike on a dry
j limb with a sharp pop, loud and dist net,
j as though the limb had been broken by
, the weight o f a large animal. At other
! times the» will strike the ground with a
( thump that sounds like a deer stamping
its foot.
| All this would not be at ail misleading
■if the hunter was out for squirrels and
AS I H AVE KNOW N TH EM I knew there was no big game around.
1 But when he is laying in wait for big
! game, his imagination often plays havoc
By C a p t . F. C. B arker.
with his record of facts and after a long
and expectant silence he is liable to won
A book of woodcraft, camp life, der what became of the animal that made
such a racket, breaking sticks and stamp
logging, river driving, guiding and ing upon the ground.

or camp and hotel printing.

Carriage meets all trains.
C. A. M a h o n e y , Prop’r.

H a in e s L a n d i n g , M e .

MooselookmegunticHouse
offers excellent accom
modations to sportsmen.
It is In close proximity
to the best fishing the
lake offers. No hay fe 
ver- Address from Nov.
until May.THEO. L .P a g e

Prop, Senate Cafe, Wash
ington, D. C. A fter May
1, Haines. Landing, Me.
Ra n g e l e y L a k e .

Mnnyon’s Springs. The most beautiful spot
In Maine. W. W. SMITH. Mgr., Rangeley, Me.
A t F a r m in g t o n .

The Stoddard House is delightfully located for
those wishing to spend the vacation among
the hills and near good fishing and hunting.
Write for particulars.
W. H. McDo n a l d , Prop., Farmington, Me.

Lake and
Forest.

a general description of life by water

Did you ever lay down in the wood for
a night feeling that no one at home knew
where you were? Were you ever out in
finely illustrated by photographs I the woods for a week knowing that no
from life. It contains much quant I letter or telegram could possibly reach
I you from home or business ? I f you have,
humor as well as a vast amount of then I believe you enjoyed those times
entertaining information and many the best of any in your life, especially if
you were out for recreation.
good stories.
The doctor’s favorite prescription is
Price $ i . io postpaid or with M a in * I often, “ Take a rod or gun and go back
into the woods where no mail or telegram
W oods i year, $1.75. Address
can reach you and rest up,” I have seen
a whole vacation, which had been a year
MAINE W O O D S,
in maturing, spoiled by one daily paper
three days old
Men are slaves to such
Phillips,
Maine. things. Their friends and enemies, as
j well as the stock market, rule them with a
. tyrant’s influence and their only escape is
I in running away and hiding for a season.
■Perhaps upon their return they will be
C astised severely; but in my opinion
they are more liable to learn that the r
absence has not been noticed by very
many.— D. E. Heywood. in Shooting and
Fishing.

and in the woods.

This volumn is

j

Send T hree
2 cent Stamps to

MAINE WOODS)
PH ILLIPS, MAINE,

Via Ra n g e l e y .

Kennebago Lake House on the shore of Kennebago Lake. One of the best fishing sections.
Good fishing every day in the season. Excel
lent accommodations Address,
Ric h a r d s o n B ros ., Proprietors,

Kennebago Maine.

D ead R iv e r R e g io n .
The Hew Shaw House, Eustis, Maine, a mod
ern hotel and open to sportsmen. No better
hunting anywhere. There are about 40 rooms
Correspondence solicited.
A. B. SARGENT. Eustis, Maine.
E u s t is , M a i n e .

Have you read the Famous Book on Camping
in Maine and New Brunswick; exciting and
instructive. How to camp out is told in a
most entertaining way by E. W. Burt in his
'200 page book “ Camp Fires in the Wilder
ness.” Twenty-four photographs of the
oods. Bend for it $1.00 or with the M a in e
Voods one year #2.00.
MAINE WOOD8, Phil dps, Maine.

Tim Pond Camps. Situated in the Dead River
Region, 2000 feet above the sea level. In the
heart of Maine’s best fishing ground.
Write for further particulars to
J u l ia n K. V il k s , Eustis Me.
F o u r M il k s f r o m Ra n g e l e y .

W borff’s Camps, Dead River Pond, P. O.
Address. Rangeley, Maine. Send for circular.
E. B. WHOBFF, Proprietor,

For a little bunch of Backwood* Fairy Tales, by
ED GRANT
o f Beaver Pond, Maine
Edited by F r a n c is I. M a u l e
The’re not so— very slow.”

Trade Notes.
I f you will send your address, mention
this paper and enclose a stamp to the
M arlin Fire Arms Co , New Haven,Conn,
they will send you without charge,
one of their desk calendars for 1905.
This annual souvenir has now become a
I feature o f the holiday season that hundreds of sportsmen ^welcome regularly
t and among the sporting goods trade there
I is hardly an office where one or more
desl'S does not have its handy nook re1served and occupied with the current
, issue.
j The 1905 design is entitled “ A Great
j Shot and tells a story that any lover of
j the woods will understand and enjoy
j the details o f from his own experiences.
|The treatment is novel, the work well
j done, the size convenient, the calendar
( useful. Send your name today to the
i Marlin Co.

